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George Grantham: Poco’s drummer.

Poco's
Deliverin' From
the Inside
Any group that
calls itself a
rock’n’roll band
had better come on
mean and surly
or get off the stage.
But these boys
ain’t scared to
come on cute and
cuddly before
they machine-gun
you down.

h

r g 'I here are always a few performers
strings poppin' all over the place, that's
A around who move people to extreme
exactly the reaction Poco had in mind.
reactions. Example: you can only love
More specifically. Richie Euray had a
dearly or violently .hate Melanie
crystal clear concept of the group he wanl(bleccchhh) or Procol Harum (bravo /ed to start way back in 1968. But it took
gents) or Alice Cooper (I'm scared to
until last autumn for Furay to be com
look. I’m just trying to get you into the
pletely satisfied with his group. It was at
spirit of the thing, so if you wanna clap or
that time that Paul Cotton, singer, guitar
jeer, help yourself.)
ist. and songwriter formerly of the Illinois
Considering their talent alone though,
Speed Press, joined Poco.
how anyone could hate Poco -and there
“I think right now. the sound 1 had en
are those who do — I can t understand. I
visioned for Poco from the very beginning
can understand, however, how people can
is now getting real close to what I
fail to understand Poco.
thought.” Richie explained recently. “It
See. any group that calls itself a
seems strange that it’s taken three years to
rock'n'roll band in this day’n'age had bet
like—I knew that it would happen, and 1
ter look mean and surly or get off the
knew that it was gonna take time to get
stage. The standards for rock'n'roll band
the right people. Man. it's real hard to get
images was set long ago. But Poco doesn't
the people to play the music who under
feel limited by sub-cultural norms—the
stand what you're feelin'. And we all feel
group isn't interested in following any pre
it together. In the beginning, it was to be
conceived notions (not even those created
as strong vocally as it was instrumentally,
by the Buffalo Sjyingficld). Nope. These
and we were a little weak on the
boys ain't scared to come on cute and cud
rock'n'roll part of it then. But it's all to
dly just before they machine-gun you
gether now. Paul (Cotton) adds that
down. If ther's an archetype, consider
rock'n'roll thing. The group right now
Pretty Boy Floyd or Billy the Kid. not the
is more secure than ever. And because of
Stones or the MC-5 or Rasputin.
this, we’re able to do more of the things
If it's unsettling at first to see a bunch
we've always wanted to do. Like the
of ^choir boysjhard boppin’ with guitar
people are closer within the group, and
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that makes the group so . . .’ so impor<
down.
”
tant.”
Furay nodded. “Except musically. Be
Furay wasn't overstating his point
cause musically we all got to express what
about closeness. The strongest feeling you
each song meant to each of us. we got to
get about Poco. both on and off stage, is
express together through the music. Thai's
the warmth that's being continuously gen
why I much prefer to be part of a group
erated by the members of the band toward
than to be like a solo artist. Because I
each other. With assorted wives and
think that the influences the other people
babies filling out the entourage, the Poco
have on the songs, man. just make for bel
party has the look of a big. happy, com
ter music.”
munal family. Richie even named his kid
“Sometimes people will ask you what
Timmy, after Tim Schmit, bass player,
your biggest musical influence was.” Tim
singer, and songwriter. Furay's choice
said, looking even more earnest than usu
isn't so surprising- Tim Schmit seems to
al. “And 1 don't say it very much, but my
be a fine human being—until you discover
biggest musical influence is Richie I'm
that Richie's the father of a baby girl. But
sure of it.”
it's the sentiment, not the gender, that
A silence followed, and drummer
counts.
George Grantham ended it: “When Tim
Of the five group members. Furay and
first joined the group, he was over al this
Schmit appear to be the closest, even
house I had. and we were practicing voc
als. My wife and I were in the kitchen and
apart from the one naming his kid in the
we heard this guy singin'. We looked at
other's honor. The timbre of the two
each other and said. ‘Isn’t that Richie?’ Il
voices is often so similar as to be uncanny.
was Tim. you know, but it sounded ex
Both are mild, soft-spoken, and com
actly like Richie. So when they sing har
pletely ingenuous. The only obvious con
monies together, it's really close.”
trast in their personalities is Tim's com
‘‘Which is only another
parative naivete; he seems to lake things
per-compliment to me.” Tim added.
more seriously than Richie, who's had
enough experience in the rock'n'roll busi
ness. both good and bad. to keep him on
lop of things. Richie developed a subtle
sense of irony during those long years of
kicking around and trying to make it. and
it's always there for him to call on if he
needs it. Tim. on the other hand, seems
completely earnest, whether he's on stage
singing a song, or sprawled on the floor of
a hotel room, talking about himself and
his dreams:
“On the Deliverin' album, there was a
song I wrote called ‘Hear That Music.' I
saw Poco perform in San Francisco when
they were still called Pogo- this was after
I knew them and was up for the job with
them but they had to tell me ‘no.’ But I
saw Pogo that night and thought. ‘My
god. 1 coulda been part of that. I gotta go
back.' But I wrote ‘Hear That Music' the
next day. just because of that.
“As for me as a songwriter. I'm still
tryin' to get it together. Il's cornin' real
slow to me. They're pretty good. I think,
when they come out, but—'*
“Tim’s got a lune on the new album.”
Furay broke in. “which is . . . has got to
be one of my favorite all-time songs that
I’ve ever heard. The fact is. 1 would like to
call the album by the title of that song, be
cause the title of the song is ‘From the In
side.' and I think a lot of the lyrics that
are on this album are very personal—to
each of us.”
“It fits all the songs for sure,” Tim
agreed, “because all the songs are highly
personalized songs, you know, that only
one person could’ve experienced and put

Richie looked slightly uncomfortable
“Well. I don't know about that.” he said,
looking down. “You know. Stephen
(Stills) and I really sang good together in
the Buffalo Springfield, but Tim and I
sing closer. I'm not sayin' this from
me I'm just sayin' it from what other
people said from the other group but I
think Tim and I sing a lol closer together

than Stephen and I ever did.”
“There a consistency somewhere be
tween their two voices.” Tim explained,
“and there's a consistency between our
two voices, loo.”
Inevitably, the talk was rolling toward
_____ Poco has (inally
the Buffalo Springfield
gotten out from under the shadow ol its
parent group, but no one has really forgot

ten.
"I think Stills' voice was closer to Rich
ie's back in the Buffalo Springfield than it
is now. His vocal approach seems to have
changed more than yours has."
I.— -I said to
Furay.
Tim disagreed. “Listen to some of
Richie's early sluff - listen to ‘Clancy.* Il
doesn't sound like him. You've surprised
me. Richie. He's grown so much-his

voice is so much better now Richie’s is."
I went on: "You always sounded differ
ent to me. Richie, when you were singing
a Neil Young song than when you were
singing one of your own.”
"1 don't know why you say that, 'cause
I was real close to several of Neil's songs.
Like I really wanted to sing a couple of
the other lunes that I didn't gel to sing,
like ‘Expecting to Fly' I really wanted to
sing that song. That was one of those
limes when Neil was off on one of his ‘I
wanna do my own thing' things, and that's
why the whole track is Jack Nitzche-Neil
Young
At that moment. Richie realized where
his words were moving. "Okay we've
passed on that let's gel back to where we

feel. Il just happened. 1 guess maybe it
just falls into place at one lime or another.
I think you'll be able to tell that we finally
got to be a lot more sure of ourselves.
There's a lot of confidence on this album,
between the songs and the way we play
'em.”
Paul Colton added. "There are lead
vocals on it that were done on the basic
track. That we kept.”
“Live in the studio?”

"Well, this album that we've done in the
studio is by far the best album we've done,
in the studio or live." Richie said con
vincingly. "We really captured a lot of
feeling on this album."
"To what do you credit that?” 1 asked.
"Maybe we're just gettin' to be belter
players. And gettin' to know each other
better -k nowin’ what each of us is gonna

"I guess the fact that we didn't want to
record in a Columbia studio in Los Angel
es." Richie replied
"And Steve Cropper has a really big
reputation.” Rusty added
"Yeah.” Richie continued, "and he
wanted to record us. you know, real bad
And we were all probably a little Icary
about goin’ down there but

“Yes.”

"I think the tunes are the best tunes
we’ve done.” steel player Rusty Young
pointed out. "Maybe just 'cause they're
new. but I really think they're the best
songs as far as standing on their
own that we've ever done. They carry a
lot of weight.”

MUSIC
"Was it at Cropper’s invitation?”
"Yeah. And we were probably a little
leery about how much his influence was
gonna have on us. And. as it turned out.
he was real cool and put Pocoontape. not
anything else. And we've got a real good
album. We're going back down next week
just to finish a few little sweetening
things.”
They're all flushed with success, but
Richie Furay hasn't forgotten all the days
and nights of trying to get there. He hasn't
forgotten the mistakes he's made:
"In the beginning, we wanted to call
ourselves a ‘country-rock band.' I guess,
because it seemed to be the thing that was
taking shape at the time. And. actually. I
think it really did hurl us a lol more than
it helped us. Al the same time, we were
tryin' to gel our feet on the ground, and a
lot of people were still back with Cream,
and hard rock, you know. And they
wouldn't open their ears at all to us. be
cause the minute somebody said "Pogo.”
it was country.
"A lot of people well. dig. it's taken
three years, man. for us to break that im
age down that we're a country band. If we
had to be labelled. I'd want to be labelled
a ‘rock'n'roll band.' Or a musical band.
We definitely are under the title
‘rock'n'roll.' We can play country, we can
play rock, we can play folk, we can play
blues, we can play jazz—it’s our own—all
of it's our own style. It's all Poco-rock.
Poco-counlry. Poco-blues. Poco-folk. you
know?
"Il really did hurt us. And we were get
ting so compared to like Dillard & Clark
and the Burrito Brothers, who didn't have
any type sound like ours like Dillard &
Clark took the bluegrass influence, and
the Burrito Brothers took more the coun
try influence, and we were definitely more
the rock influence. They would go around
and play, and people would think it was
gonna be a very similar kind of thing when
we played. And people would come, not
knowing what they were gonna hear, and
really be freaked out when they found out
we played rock'n'roll.”
Rusty Young picked it up: “Il seems
that wherever we've played, we've gotten a
following. I think the majority of people
like us. and our problem is getting to the
majority of the people, al this point. You
know, we have something to sell, and
that's our music, from a commercial point
of view. And our problem is making ev
eryone aware of us. Il's not whether or not
they're gonna like us, because we're pretty
sure they are.”
As Furay said. Poco has become secure
and confident. Now, happily for them,
there's only one problem still facing them:
Is there enough Poco to go around?
®
Bud Scoppa
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“To find out where rock music is heading,” observes Keith Emer
son, “don’t listen to rock bands.They rarely provide an answer.”

Emerson, Lake and Palmer's
Continuing Evolvement
T nlerviewing Keith Emerson is
JL a very deceptive experience. He
doesn't act like a “superstar." he isn’t eva
sive or distant, he isn't snotty, and he
seems genuinely interested in talking
about his music He has a very dry “Brit
ish" sense of humor that occasionally
emerges from his very quiet “laid-back"
demeanor.
Actually, it's just been a question of
time for Keith Seeing him play when he
was the leader of the Nice, jumping back
and forth between the two Hammonds,
ripping off dazzling piano solos, jumping
on top of the organ and throwing daggers
into the keyboard lo sustain various notes,
it seemed inevitable that the leap into the
ranks of legitimate “super-stardom" was
just around the bend. But the usual set of
rock and roll intangibles came to bear and
the Nice just didn't quite break through
Nonetheless, the Nice proved to be a fer
tile testing ground for Keith's musical ex
periments. and the legacy of six live and
studio albums that the group left behind
on Epic and Mercury is nothing short of
incredible. .Irs Longa Vila Brevis remains
as the first aural proof that rock and clas
sical music can successfully ^pi-xxjst. and
cjiiuigiZiLiLiiyl1 olhyT The two Nice albun^T
recorded liviPaTuic Fillmore reaffirm the\
fact that “high-energy" music doesn't nee- I
J
essarily 'intn
have to hr
be nriniitivi
primitive.’.
^1 n a__ aflc4><fie Nice dissoTVccI following a succession of frustrating lours a n d mediocre alb u m
sales Keith got together with Greg Lake
of King Crimson and decided lo push on
in the “grand" British tradition. Greg was
lo be the perfect complement to Emer
son’s prodigious talents. He can sing well,
he writes beautiful songs, and is a creative
and tasteful musician on bass and guitars.
It's very hard lo play guitar in front of the
wall of sound that Emerson creates
through organ, piano, and Moog synthesi
zer. but Greg has an intuitive knowledge
about what notes to put in and which ones
to leave out that makes him a perfect mu
sical match for Emerson. Now that Keith
had solved the difficult problem of finding
a melodic counterpart, he had to find a
dru miner.
“We could tell that Carl was right for
the group before he even played . . . just

from the way he held his slicks and tuned
of anything could really lire him out. Al
his drums, we knew that he was going to
though he has relatively little lo say al the
be our drummer."
interview his contribution to the music is
Keith, comfortably slouched in the cor
of critical importance and stretches from
ner of a couch in one of the large confer
the steady rhythmic push that he provides
ence rooms at Atlantic Records, recollects
for the group lo the drum solo spot where
the lengthy auditions that went down to
he creates a continuous rush of percussive
find a percussion man for his group.
sound using his drum kit and two massive
“When he (Palmer) started to play both
Chinese gongs.
Greg and I were convinced he provided
The Nice albums and the first Emerson.
the kind of foundation we were both look
Lake. & Palmer LP (Atlantic) arc a con
ing for."
stantly evolving amalgam of the wide
Carl Palmer, formerly of Atomic grange of influences absorbed by Keith
Rooster, is silling on the other end ofi me
the V over the years. They range from Bach
coucJj^Fl<r seems a" bit more” tin comi”fon^^adaptations.
'
Tchaikovsky, and
.
..........................
tfblc with
this business of interviewingpivAMoussorgsky
’s “Pictures Al An Exhibi/bit more tentative about the somepmes
A>/aUon.'' to long jazz improvisational pieces
Nooney road to super-slardom< His**'' like Tim Hardin’s “Hang On To A
drumming^with lKe~^Toup?s4Hj5<:cver. is
Dream" and straight rock playing on Dy
anything but tentative. During the long
lan's “She Belongs To Me." None of
hour and a half sets that are standard fare
these various musical pieces are done in
for ELP. he bashes away al the drums
conventional ways. Emerson is constantly
with a precision and consistent power that
injecting his own personality and sense of
is positively awe-inspiring. When asked
experimentation into each one to make
about the tremendous physical demands
them even more musically dramatic. This
that steady high-energy drumming places
coupled with the fact that he is undoubt
on him. he seems more concerned about
edly the most gifted pianist-organist in
the menial strain:
terms of sheer musical chops makes him
“It's really fifty-fifty. The music has so
the consummate musician. He's always
many movements that require specific
pushing the limits, seeking out something
lime signatures and special counts and
new and different through his music. He
drum passages. I'm always loo busy
was one of the first rock musicians to
thinking about what I’m doin' to worry
master the Moog synthesizer and use it on
about gelling tired " In any case his pow
tour. The Moog plays an important part
erful physique belies the notion that much
in ELP’s music, providing the dynamic efKeith Emerson: “Tarkus” the group's new album is more ominous and threatening.

ELP, as has become standard practice for them, have
pushed music to its outer limits by Keith injecting his
own sense of dramatization, Carl’s incredibly high
energy drumming and Greg Lake’s intuitive knowledge
about notes to put in and which ones to leave out.

feci behind tracks like “Lucky Man" and
“Barbarian."
Keith doesn't listen to much rock mu
sic. he can usually suss out what the par
ticular band is doing after a few bars. In
stead he'll travel to dingy clubs to listen to
what jazz musicians are doing. The major
ity of his record collection is made up of
jazz records. That’s the key. To find out
where rock music is heading you don't lis
ten to rock bands they rarely provide an
answer. Instead you see what the best rock
musicians are getting into, what they want
to hear From that you can usually gel an
indication of what's coming

Emerson. Lake. & Palmer are currently
embarking a west coasl lour, carrying
with them 93 separate pieces of equip
ment. The lour comes on the heels of their
second album Tarkus. One side of the al
bum. the title piece, is a long complex
track involving an infinite variety of inter
locking movements and on the other side
are shorter individual tracks. Once again
the Moog figures prominently. Tarkus is a
much more forceful statement than the
first album, the overall sound more
ominous and threatening. As always it ex
tends the possibilities of music to its outer
limits something which has become
merely standard practice with Emerson.
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Lake. & Palmer
Although classical music certainly is a
base for most of Emerson's music, his
opinion of classical musicians is less than
kind. “They're bloody machines, they're
so regimented, they have no interest in
creating anything new. When the Nice was
doing some sessions with them in London
a few of the violinists forgot to gel their
pans to play from the conductor. They
didn't even bother to ask for them, they
just sal lhere reading magazines, and we
were paying iwo thousand pounds for that
session I've seen musicians al public per
formances silling lhere reading magazines
propped up on their music stands. Il's dis
gusting."
Most people arc under the mistaken im
pression that Keith, because of his impec
cable keyboard technique and profound
“internal'' knowledge of the workings of
classical music, is a conservatory-trained
musician. Quite the contrary: “I took les
sons till I was about twelve from a local
music teacher, just enough to learn basic
theory and composition. Thai's all that
anyone really needs. My father was an
amateur musician who'd play at local
pubs for the fun of it and my parents en
couraged me to take up the piano as a
hobby, so I could play al parlies and such.
So after school I got a job in a bank, and

I'd run home after work and practice and
then play gigs with various bands at night.
Most of the lime I'd be practicing jazz pi
ano riffs and progressions without any
other instruments and it would get to
sound pretty strange out of context. My
father couldn’t understand what I was
doin’ musically, he thought it was just rub
bish. After a while I'd get too tired to do
much work at the bank, so the director
called me in after putting me on probation
and told me that I’d have to decide wheth
er I wanted to be a bank clerk or a musi
cian. That made up my mind. I decided to
be a musician. Things were rather dodgy
around the house for a while 'cause my
parents wanted me to have a job that had
security and being a musician just wasn l
their idea of having a very stable job. Af
ter the initial chaos though, we worked it
out and I found to my surprise that I com
municated belter with them than I ever
had before. Now. they're regular pop mu
sic fans, they read all the music papers
and they usually know who’s left what
group before I do. I always lake my latest
LP’s to the house for them to hear and
they really like my music. I'm always glad
to hear that they like it because it means
that a whole other generation can appre
ciate the music." To say nothing about
our own generation.
B
Jean-Charles Costa
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His Albums

His Itinerary

Carnival of Life SP4140
Recital SP4152
Lee Michaels SP4199
Barrel SP4249

May28/29
June 4
Junes
June 12
June 18
June 25/26
June 27
July 2

Lee Michaels Sth SP4302

Fillmore East, New York, N. Y
Coliseum, Phoenix, Arizona
Forum, Los Angeles, California
International Sports Arena, San Diego
Swing Auditorium, San Bernardino
Paramount Theatre, Seattle, Washington
Gardens, Vancouver B.C.
Las Vegas Convention Center, Las Vegas

letters
A BAG QI BONES

people can begin to comprehend ho» good
he really is. You can argue with me non.
but in a few years, when your mindshave
developed a little, you will all see what a
truly great pair of hands he possesses.
Steve Quintana
2344 Calle Reina
Santa le. New Mexico

Send letters to:
Letters to the Editor
CIRCUS Magazine
866 United Nations Plaza
New York. N.Y. 10017

ASTROLOGICAL DISCOX ERY

So Three Dog Night says Mark Earner
moves around too much and lakes his
shirt off in two minutes? Well let me tell
you something about Three Dog Night.
When they played at the Los Angeles Fo
rum. Cory Wells took off his shirt and he
looked like a bag of bones. At least Mark
Farner has muscles. Cory. Danny and
Chuck are just jealous because they can't
play the guilar like Farner
Ben. Bob. Rick and Tony
Pico Rivera. California

DON'T KNOCK 'EM
Well it takes a lot of nerve to knock-a.
eroup like Grand
takes good m"i\
sic to make it to the top of the Daily .Yews
”
" ‘xve~seen Grand "Funk and Three
Poll.
"Dog Night and they are both super good.
Just don't knock 'em.
E.S.
Ogden. Utah

1 love reading books and about a month
ago I picked up “An Astrological Guide
to Living in the Age of Aquarius'' by Alan
Oken. 1 read the entire book in one day. It
was by far the best astrological book I've
ever read and I’ve read quite a few.
1 always remembered out of all the
monthly forecasts in the magazines I buy
CIRCUS had the best. It flipped me out
when I saw the article in the June issue re
viewing Alan’s book. And then I realized
that the monthly horoscope was by Alan
loo. I recommend his book and column to
everyone.
'
Taurus
J
Brooklyn. New York
TWO CENTS
I'm writing to throw in my two cents
worth on the subject of guitarists. Jimmy
Page is so far ahead of his time that it
may be a couple of years until many

KNOCK ’EM
If Three Dog Night's show was even half
as good as Grand Funk's they would lake
their shirts off loo.
David Baker
Long Beach. California

NEEDS A FRIEND

I hesitated on telling you my
age 41 but I do love your magazine,
rock music and festivals, some of which I
have attended. 1 do have a problem
though and maybe you can help me I'm
looking for others near my age who would
like to go to concerts and festivals as I
hale to keep depending on my children
and their friends. I have wonderful limes
with them but it would be nice to find
women my age with whom I could attend
these doings. My husband won't go to fes
tivals. The only concert he's been to was
Rod McKuen although he said he would

in rho U.S.A, by Polydor Incorporated

In Canada by Polydor Canada Ltd.

see the Moody Blues or Beautiful Day
(my boys knows David La Flanime). He
also likes Crecdence Clearwater. We go to
sleep to the Moody Blues every night. But
I also love Led Zeppelin. Jefferson Air
plane. whom I’ve seen and many more.
Have quite a large collection of albums
Betty J. Capra
P.O. Box 241
Cumberland. Wisconsin

too.

D IS A PPOI NT El)

I

I have been a great fan of Grand Funk but
I must say I was disappointed on April
26th when 35 of my brothers and sisters
were arrested trying to gain entrance and
sorry for all the beautiful people who were
suckercd to pay for a 73 minute bunch of
bullshit.
If Grand Funk expects a sell-out at Shea
and S306.000. how about a concert?
Gilbert Archuleta
3365 W32
Denver. Colorado
P L EAS E A L LO W M E

My name is Liviv Corlun I'm a Rouma
nian boy and am living in Bucharest. I’m
eighteen years old and I learn in a secon
dary school here in Bucharest. I’m 1.78
meters tall and my weight is 62 kilograms.
I have blue eyes and my hair is brown. I

like all the sports, pop music, reading,
travels, etc. The pop groups I like much
are Led Zeppelin. CCR. Santana. Deep
Purple. Free. etc. My favorite singers arc
Jimi Hendrix. George Harrison. John
I ennon. Mick Jagger. Ellon John. Paul
McCartney etc.
1 want to correspond with young people
of my ages (especially girls) who send me
records and magazines. We can exchange
letters, stamps, magazines and records.
1 pray you to print my address in one of
your magazines.
Liviv Corlun
Str. Paharnicului 13
Sector I Bucuresti
Roumania

strained
I do not know what makes earthling Mi
chael Crichton think he knows all about
the planet .Andromeda to make such an
ass of himself with his stupid book and
movie The Andromeda Strain.
The people of Andromeda are all around
4’ to 4’ II" in height with gray skin, small
slanted eyes, small mouths and slits for
noses, and they are quite friendly. How do
I know all this? The Emperor, his wife and
three children are my very best friends and
I’ve known them for a rather long time.
You see I’ve been living among you

earthlings now since 1500. I have had sev
eral lives here on earth and have been born
into many earthling families. This is done
through the wish of the Holy Creator who
created heaven. Earth Two and all the uni
verse.
I am an Alpha Ccntaurian (that’s 4.3 light
years from earth). I rule the third planet in
the Alpha Centauri Galaxy, known as
Bela Centa Four which is one of the triple
stars in our galaxy.
We learned a long time ago how to accept
our fellow man no matter what shade of
skin he may have. The only truly beautiful
people on earth are the hippies, flower
children etc. I take my leave of you for
now.
Princess Ena Lira A pi rile Seria
and Prince Rai Seria
Beta Centa Four

TAKEN C ARE OE
I hope you see it in your hearts to print
this because I want everyone to know
there are still people in the world who care
about strangers.
Two friends and I went to a dance in May
ward. Wisconsin to listen to a band called
Crockett when this violently paranoid al
coholic teenybopper started hassling us.
resulting in pulled hair, bruises and a kick
ed in face. Thanks to the band we weren’t

IF YOU THINK WE’RE
THE BLACK SHEEP...
/i OXO
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Glen Campbell

> Bee Gee5
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Eric Clapton

V

Mac Davis
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Bobby Goldsboro
y John McLaugnin
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Gabor S;abo

y Oliver
y John Hartford
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JULY 30
Concert — BOBBY BLUE BLAND (Mobile)

MICHIGAN

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

AUGUST 11-15
Poison Apple — ALEX TAYLOR (Detroit)

AUGUST 4
Concert

MISSOURI

RAMSEY LEWIS (Washington)

FLORIDA

AUGUST 3-9
Newport Resort Hotel — LOU RAWLS (Mi
ami)

GEORGIA
JULY 17
Concert
JULY 17

Concert

ALLMAN

BROTHERS

COWBOY

(Atlanta)

(Atlanta)

JULY 17
Concert — COWBOY (Statesboro)

ILLINOIS
JULY 19
Concert
JULY 20
Concert
JULY 21
Concert
JULY 21
Concert
JULY 26
Concert

— B. B. KING (Rockford)
— RICK NELSON (Calumet City)

— B. B. KING (Highland Park)
— RICK NELSON (Oakfork)

JULY 19-24
Playboy Club — RAMSEY LEWIS (Kansas
City)
NEVADA

JULY 15-28
Ha-rah’s Club
FATS DOMINO (Reno)
JULY 27
Convention Center — LEE MICHAELS (Las
Vegas)
JULY 29-AUGUST 11
Harrah's Club
FATS DOMINO (Lake
Tahoe)
NEW JERSEY

JULY 25
Concert DECADES (Branchbrook Park)
AUGUST 1
Concert B. B. KING (Newark)
AUGUST 2-8
Winter Garden — B. B. KING (Atlantic City)
AUGUST 15
Steel Pier — DREAMS (Atlantic City)
AUGUST 15
Concert — MONGO SANTAMARIA (Branchbrook Park)

— RAMSEY LEWIS (Skokie)
OHIO

LOUISIANA
JULY 25
Concert
B. B. KING (Shreveport)
JULY 27
Concert
B. B. KING (New Orleans)
JULY 27
Concert — BOBBY BLUE BLAND (New Or
leans)
MASSACHUSETTS
AUGUST 9-15
Pall Mall — RAMSEY LEWIS (Boston)

JULY 23
Concert — B. B. KING (Cleveland)
JULY 23
Concert — MANDRILL (Cleveland)
JULY 31
Concert — B. B. KING (Cincinnati)
PENNSYLVANIA

JULY 9
Spectrum — DEEP PURPLE (Philadelphia)
JULY 12
Temple University — NEW YORK ROCK EN
SEMBLE (Ambler)

JULY 12
ACE TRUCKING
West Fairmont Park
CO. (Phila.)
JULY 13
Temple University — VIRGIL FOX and JOE’S
LIGHT SHOW (Ambler)
JULY 14
Spectrum
BLACK SABBATH (Phila.)
JULY 18
Temple University — American Rock Opera
Co. — JESUS CHRIST, SUPERSTAR (Ambler)
JULY 20
Temple University — American Rock Opera
Co. — JESUS CHRIST, SUPERSTAR (Ambler)
JULY 21
Spectrum — JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR
(Phila.)
JULY 27
Temple University — RAY CHARLES (Amb
ler)
JULY 28
STEPHEN STILLS (Phila.)
Spectrum
JULY 28
Temple University — BILL COSBY (Ambler)
AUGUST 3
WHO (Phila.)
Spectrum
AUGUST 5
Temple University — LAURO NYRO (Amb
ler)
AUGUST 6
Spectrum
THREE DOG NIGHT (Phila.)
AUGUST 12
Spectrum — CHICAGO (Phila.)
TEXAS

JULY 24
Concert
JULY 26-29
Concert

B.

B.

KING

(Houston)

B. B. KING (Dallas)

WASHINGTON

JULY 10
Concert

ALICE COOPER (Seattle)

WISCONSIN

JULY 20
Concert
B. B. KING (Milwaukee)
JULY 24
Concert — DOC SEVERINSEN (Milwaukee)

Broken Barricades-Procol Harum’s Alive & Very Well on A&M Records &Tapes.
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TAPE REVERSE SIMULATOR - Lets you
control an exponential build-up and fast
decay of your guitar or bass signal over a
fixed signal range. This capability gives
y^ur live playing
your
plaj
the weird effect similar
to a pre-recorded
tape that is played
pre-rec
backwards.

1

MIKE MA TTHEWS FREEDOM AMP
Free yourself from the bureaucratically
dominated sources of electricity.

This 400 watt peak PORTABLE amplifier
uses patented low drain circuitry which
allows it to operate on standard flashlight
batteries. Just one specially designed
super heavy duty 10" speaker is all that's
needed to pump out all this power making
this unit the most compact, rugged guitar
amplifier developed to date. Its built-in
Attack Equalizer Control System allows
you to zero in on just the BITE you want.

ATTACK EQUALIZER—Allows you to suck
out and emphasize the BITE you get just
when your pick plucks the strings. The
attack control, used in conjunction with
the tone and booster controls, will give
your instrument as much balls as you
want, letting you taste and feel each note.

BLACK FINGER
A totally DISTORTIONFREE guitar sustain^,
itainer that gives pure
clean lengthy controlllied sustain. This
80db compressor can stretch chords as
well as single notes, wi'ith an infinite belllike clarity.

LPB-1 This linear power booster is a
compact solid state preamplifier that can
up to triple the acoustic output of any
amolifier. It will increase guitar, sustain
and improve the performance of all fuzz
tones, and wah-wah pedals.

SCREAMING BIRD A treble booster that
will give your instrument the razor sharp
cut of a screaching harpsichord whose
strings are whipped instead of plucked.

MUFF This funkiest distortion device
will give you that dirty sound reminiscent
of the natural distortion of the tube amps
used by the Rhythm and Blues bands of
yesteryear.

The MIKE MATTHEWS
will let you—

FREEDOM AMP

• play your axe while
traveling to a gig.
• blast out in the solace of
the woods.

LOW FREQUENCY COMPRESSOR — This
ultimate version of the mole is designed
exclusively for the professional electric
bass player. Its outstanding feature of a
HEAVY BASS-SUSTAIN control will make
you sound as if you’re bowmg a stand-up
bass fiddle.

BIG MUFF - — This finest distortion de
vice is high on sustain and low on distor
tion It is designed for the guitarist who
wants his axe to sing like a humming bird,
with a sweet violin-like sound. The sustain
control allows you to optimize long sustain
with a hint of harmonic distortion.

• lead a pilgrimage to the
mountains.

MOLE The mole bass booster will extract
the highs and amplify the subharmonics
giving your instrument the depth, reso
nance and heavy penetration of the foot
pedals of a church pipe organ.

• become a star.

I
I
EGO This microphone booster is designed for the vocalist whose P. A system
isn’t strong enough to cut through the
noise generated by the other members of
the band. The Ego will match any
ny microphone and up to quadruple the output of
your P A system.

'
I
|
.
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I
I
I
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HARE-LIP MICROPHONE ECHO — Gives
the singer echo effect electronically, and
at one tenth the cost of the mechanical
tape echo units. In addition to the echo
speed and intensity controls, this unit has
an adjustable booster to control the in
crease of regular microphone volume.

\:-'J

I
I
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I
I
I
I
I
I

(ALSO AVAILABLE AT YOUR RETAIL MUSIC STORE)

i -s^’

All of the units in the abov-_-r
>ve column are
housed like the Hare-Lip—with
rith heavy duty
stainless steel construction and three controls.

All Electrc
ro-Harmonix accessories, both
factory wired units and kits, are guaranteed for three years. They are compatible and modular. Any combination
than one unit will give you an
of more
I
infifinite variety of sounds.
Enclose a check and Electro-Harmonix
will pay shipping. Or, if more conve
nient order C.O.D. for cost plus ship
ping. Enclose a 10% deposit on C.O.D.
orders. (C.O.D. orders are limited to
the continental United States).

I
I
I

15 West 26th St.. New York. N Y. 10010

MATTHEWS AMP

Complete
Kit

$179.00

$129.00

TAPE REVERSE
ATTACK EQUALIZER
BLACK FINGER
LOW FREQ. COMP.
BIG MUFF HARE LIP ECHO

69.95
49.95
69.95
59.95
39.95
39.95

49.95
34.95
49.95
42.00
26.95
26.95

LPB-1
LPB-1
BIRO
BIRD
MUFF
MUFF
MOLE
EGO

14.95
14.95
17.95
17.95
18.95
18.95
19.95
14.95

10.50
10.50
12.95
12.95
13.75
13.75
14.25
10.50

(plug into amp)
(plug into inst)
(plug into amp)
(plug into inst)
(plug into amp)
(plug into inst)
(plug into amp)
(2 female jacks)

Enclosed is total check for order
Ship C.O.D. Enclosed is 10% deposit

I

I
I

Factory
Wired

PLEASE SHIP:

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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electro-harmonix

$..

Please place me on your new product
announcement mailing list at no charge.
Name

=

Address

City

State

Zip

poems from our readers
THE ADMAN'S ADVICE TO ME
You've got to tone yourself down—
tone yourself down
to cope with the world that’s here on
the ground
You’ve got to shape yourself up
and drink from the cup
and be not a threat to them standing
around.
But underneath your hair—be sure
there’s something there
for your rainbow day is a’coming
I know it isn’t fair—but as long as
you’re aware
Then your rainbow day is a’coming.
You’ve got to play in the game—
and do things the same
as the guys who are making the
money
For you can’t survive in this world
alive
if the leaders think you’re a little
funny.

But underneath your hair—be sure
there’s something there
for your rainbow day is a’coming
I know it isn’t fair—but as long as
you’re aware
Then your rainbow day is a’coming.

You’ve got to breathe in the bad
and swallow the sad
and show folks you’re doing your
duty
You can’t come on strong except
in a song
or they may shoot you down for your
beauty.
You will or I’ll kill—that’s what our
nations say today
You fly or you’ll die
Ain’t you hip to the American way
Loveless faces, time erases
smiles of children in their hiding
places
Guns and bullets push and pull it’s
peaceful flesh in useless races.
KATHY DORRITE

PAPER SHOPPING BAG
Somewhere in the valley
in the middle of the day
my mind walks away
And I mean, what can I say
but throw it away
or teach it to stay
and make up the pay in the morning.

is CIKOJS

And down through the town
it goes walking around
not making a sound
for fear of the bombs
and my baby’s arms
and the guys on the hill
and a ten dollar bill
And a grooving proving simpering
freak
is out on the runway
about to peak
and suddenly a shriek
from a lightning streak
sends a thrill of a chill to my souL

And back in the bag
is an empty hag
and a willowy fag
with a stick and a flick
and a lick and a sniff
And my kind is a time
with a story in mind
and a song on the road
and this heavy load
and the life of a toad
with a zippy code
And away she rode
and her face it glowed
And I wish it were mine!
KATHY DORRITE

KRIS DID IT
I think I’m about to become beautiful
I feel I’m about to flower
Oh, I hope I’m not wrong
For I’ve waited so long
And, at last, I believe in my power.

The male part of me has come into
my life
I know now I shall be a great lady
My dream has been born
And it’s meant to be worn
It’^like sunlife and not at all shady.

Just once have our bodies enjoyed
one and other
But time will arrange our next
meeting
Once again in the night
I’ll lay awake in delight
at the feel of his gentle heart beating.
My full-grown branches have yet
to bear fruit
Though my rings do far surpass
twenty
Oh please let him see
I’m a good sapling tree
and his loving could bring about
plenty.
KATHY DORRITE

Send poems to:
Poetry Editor
CIRCUS Magazine
866 United Nations Plaza
New York, N. Y. 10017

A GROUPIE LAMENT
Diamonds twinkle beneath my feet
on the Labor Day weekend city street
Sunlight shines warm through my
hair
You’d think there was no pollution
here
Pimples sprout on my sleepless face
Varicose veins show the endless pace
My white dress dirty as I walk
it home
But my head is up so I’ll write a
poem
I’m feeling beauty in my Ghetto Land
’Cause I got it on with a Rock &
Roll Band!
The trip was long and the bus
was crazed
The guys and I were mostly dazed
We sang a few tunes from old rock
and roll
And we hid the dope when we paid
a toll
Burton ignored me, the silly fool
But the rest of the guys thought
I was cool
From Asbury Park to Virginia Beach
I gave head like daybed philosophers
teach
I feel good and I should and I even
got tanned
on my two-day tour with a Rock
& Roll Band!

You see I missed the last bus from
the Jersey Shore
and a taxi driver said there were
no more
So I went back to Convention Hall
and I got on their bus and I had
a ball
The motels were sterile and the
food was plastic
but at their last set on Sunday I got
freaked-out spastic
I know they all loved me ’cause
they told me so
As for Burton—well—I just don’t
know
I’m the happiest broken-heart—
can you understand?
’Cause now I’m a friend of a Rock
& Roll Band!
I’m
I’m ripped between rapture and
torture.
KATHY DORRITE

BEATLES
Let It Be
Live at Shea Stadium
------ Around the World With John and Yoko
I'm Down
Ticket to Ride
Hey Jude
----- Yellow Submarine
------ Beatles at Hollywood Bowl
------ Best Scene in "Hard Day's Night”
Behind Scenes in "Hard Day's Night"
Behind Scenes in "Help"

STONES
____Honky Tonk Women
Let It Bleed
Love In Vain
Rolling Stones Concert Tour
Rolling Stones Riot in Fresno
Rolling Stones Lacerate Long Beach
Rolling Stones Swing in San Diego
Rolling Stones Cool 11 By the Pool
Stones 2nd Concert Tour Film
Stones News Conference
Close - Ups of Mick

i

I

X?

groups
The Band & Isle Of White
Canned Heat
Three Dog Night
Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young
Aretha Franklin
Temptations
Supremes
Ray Charles
Hair

special
STONES RIOT IN L.A. -Deluxe Color
film - 50 ft. - $5.00

BEATLES MEDAL STORY (entire
event) -- 200 ft. - $10.00

FILM/ VIEWER OFFER

> </
Great new 8MM Argus Action home movie
projector, a compact, personal, portable unit
that's simple and easy to use. Fits pockets
or handbag; take it with you, share it with
friends.
Accommodates any film on this
page. Comes to you complete with 8MM
film of your Favorite group on reel!

I
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ALL FOR ONLY $7.00

HEAD SHOPPE BOX 1604 Grand Central
Station, New York, New York 10017

I
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Please send me the tilm(s) I have checked
in the coupon(s) at $5.00 each. I understand
I must be completely satisfied or I may return
merchandise for full refund.

i AA

I have enclosed payment of $
I have added 50c to cover postage and handling.
NAME
|

ADDRESS
CITY
STATE

B ZIP NO.-
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record reviews

DANNY
GOLDBERG
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McCartney: A star with daring.
PAUL AND LINDA

McCARTNEY

'Ram' (Apple) I love the cover and I
love the album inside. As I’ve said in the
past, reviewing these famous people al
bums two days after I’ve received them
makes me very nervous. This is the first
Bealle album that I’ve compulsively
played over and over again since Abbey
Road I like it better than the Stones al
bum and I think I like it as much as Dy
lan’s New Morning album.
I love it because the music is so good
that I don’t care at all what the words are
saying. So far I've only gotten snatches
and they sound fine but I wouldn't care
what they said because the songs are so
wonderful. Also I love it because Paul has
really gotten funky here. None of that
fake funkiness that was slightly irritating
on his last album. None of the cute "Max
well's Silver Hammer” shit. And not
much of the all-American ballad beauty
"Let It Be” stuff either. This is a new
McCartney filled with new sounds. And
it’s rock and roll. You have to remember
that Paul was the rocker of the Beatles as
well as being the balladeer. It was his voc
al on "I'm Down” and some of the other
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Nash: Surprisingly political.

rockiest Beatle tracks.
Every song gets it on different. Most of
’em I like and some of 'em I haven't got
ten into yet but it's such a pleasure to hear
a successful star release an album with
some daring in it. Almost all albums re
leased by superstars these days—even the
Dylan album reveal that the artist is
paying too much attention to what other
people think and not enough to his own
heart. McCartney hasn't abandoned his
old Beatle ways but he's taken them fur
ther along.

PAUL GER EM IA (Sire) Geremia is a
folk artist whose sound and image come
straight out of the early sixties. He is a
wonderful self styled funky blues singer.
He usually wears a rally tweed jacket and
blue jeans. He plays a fine piano, harp,
and guitar and he writes moving varied
songs. 1 think a whole lot of people could
fall in love with him through this album.
His songs range from funky, stoned down
and out blues (reminiscent of Mose Alli
son) like "I Don't Think It Mailers Any
more” to sensitive lyrical classics like
"Elegant Hobo.” James Taylor fans will
love him and so will many others. Paul

ft

Stewart: One of the year’s finest.

Geremia is a unique and talented artist.
ARETHA FRANKLIN Live al the
Fillmore West (Atlantic) This is the
Aretha Franklin album to buy whether
you are a lifelong fan or have never gotten
it together to gel into her. The songs are
among her best, the music is incredibly
clean and rocking, and the electricity of
the performance is awesome. This is truly
one of the greatest live albums ever made.
The historic duel between Aretha and Ray
Charles on "Spirit In the Dark” is includ
ed here and it's one of the classic moments
of soul.
LENNY BRUCE -The Midnight Con
cert (United Artists) There are many won
derful Lenny Bruce albums in existence
but this one has just been re-released and
so it deserves special mention. The album
is a recording of a midnight concert Bruce
did al Carnegie Hall a full ten years ago
(Feb. 4. '61). To its great advantage it is
more or less uncut and so the listener can
gel a good sense of whai a Bruce perform
ance was like. Some of the material is
dated but the essential quality of Bruce's
genius can never die nor can it be approxi
mated via impersonations or dramaContinued on Page 22

THE WORLD'S GREAT MINDS COMBINED WITH THE MOST POWERFUL
INFORMATION SCANNING SYSTEM DEVISED BY THE MIND OF MAN BRING YOU:

INSTANT LEARNING

.. COURSES THAT TURN YOUR CASSETTE TAPE
RECORDER INTO AN AUTOAAATIC LEARNING AAACHINE!
Yes, the world's great minds, cor
imbined with the
most powerful information scannii
ing system ever
devised by the mind of man can tturn you into a
walking encyclopedia.

ALL YOU DO
IS PUSH A BUTTON
AND LISTEN AND LEARN!

■ DOUBLE YOUR POWER TO LEARN

is

This is; the Automated Learning System, already
proven on thousands of men and women . . . already
purchasedI by dozens of schools and colleges for their
own studei■nts.

■ DEVELOP A TAPE- RECORDER MEMORY!

Absorb facts like a sponge!
Flash through math, business,
financial
problems!
Hold
people spellbound with the
power of your speech simply
by putting your locked-up
learning powers to work!

SE-4565
LEARNING

POWER
$9.98

50
tested and
proven
memory
intensifiers that
■ FLUENT SPANISH OR FRENCH IN 24 HOURS
double your power to re
member names and faces, lists,
Speak complete sentences in HALF AN HOUR.
important articles — all in per
Carry on everyday conversation in just 24 hours!
fect order! Repeat entire con
Start chatting away like a native almost from the
versations, almost word by
very beginning! All without declining a single verb,
:mber every card
word Remember
memorizing a single rule of grammar!
played, and
d much
niUCh more
fuui
LANGUAGE COURSE: S-I .SPANISH S9.98

LR-2016 . . .
MEMORY

INSTANT
INST/
$9.98

■ TURN YOUR MIND INTO A MENTAL MAGNET
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Literally
magnetizes the
scattered
disorganized powers
of*
<
your■ mind overnight'
Gives
yoi
>u dazzling
zzling personal magnet
ism
. . will
power . . over
whelming drive keen financial
judgement! LR-2090 . -S K YROCKET THE POWER
OF YOUR MIND
$9.98
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Practically
brings
a
hypnotist into your home.
Helps control fears - bad
temper
—
bad
habits
allergies — smoking - Morbid
r
----- - 'fat igue - hostility.
fears
anger, fear of rejection —
develop
the invincible habit
of
winning constantly!
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LC-3560 . . . SELF HYP
NOSIS
$9.98

■ MILLION DOLLAR PERSONALITY
Now, one of the world's most powerful, behindrhe-scenes operators shows you how to have golden
riches pouring into your lap . . family and friends
idolizing you . .
enemies and strap"-'*
angers respecting
you .
customers, bosses, acquai
lintances accept
your leadership - all with these tnslanl
■•■••it-domination
personality secrets!

$998
EACH AUTOMATIC LEARNING COURSE IS
COMPLETE WITH PRE-RECORDED COURSE
MATERIAL ON COMPACT CASSETTE-PLUS
ACCOMPANYING TEXT THAT DOES NOT
DUPLICATE THE INFORMATION ON TAPE.

PR-9829 . . . POWER PERSONALITY

■ BECOME A MATHEMATICAL WIZARD OVERNIGHT
Amazing new Speed-Math course has you multi
plying, dividing, making stock market calculations
in your mind instantly.

COMPLETE

I R-2784 ... SPEED MATH

S9.98

■ DOUBLE YOUR READING SPEED IN ONE WEEK
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Finish an entire novel in a
single evening! Slash through a
business
report
in sixty
seconds!
Read a complete
magazine article
in
three
minutes!
And
understand
twice as much' Remember
twice as much!
MR-6537
SPEED READING S9.98

®-----Consisting of the following elements:

NO TAPE HANDLING/SNAP-IN/EASY LOAD/
TRANSISTORIZED/BATTERY AND ELECTRIC
©COMPACT CASSETTE TAPE RECORDER
• Full-Range Microphone with Remote Control Switt *
• 60 Minute Cassette • Private Monitoring Earphoi

0 AUTOMATIC MEMORIZER
Makes memorizing ANY data absolutely auto
matic! So it is almost impossible NOT to learn'
Any information you wish to learn will bo AUTO
MATICALLY REPEATED - with no more effort
on your part than simply - Listening and Learn
ing!

© TWO AUTOMATIC LEARNING COURSES
Choose the courses of your choice as part of
your Automated Learning Program. The courses
are complete with: Pre-Recorded subject material
■ tape cassette and instruction book in handsome
bookshelf binder.

I OOUmCYOUH RCAOLNG
SPEED IN ONE WEEK!
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■ C-290: BASIC
? ECONOMICS. Business organiz
ation. personal income, saving, investments,
investments. capital,
.
banking, business cycles,
■•ycles. supply and demand in the
market place, and more!
$9.98

■ C-293: BASIC ACCOUNTING Ledgers, journals,
balances,
ices. discounts, depreciation, cash accrual, and
more!
$9.98

■ INSTANT WORD POWER

AUTOMATED LEARNING PROGRAM
$79.98

£
;
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■ PIUS All THESE INSTANT-MASTERY
COLLEGE-LEVEL AUTOMATED LEARNING COURSES

S9.98

This Instant-Mastery Course lets you Iburn more
power-packed words into your memory in a single
weekend than the average person learnss in a year!
Gives you thousands of new emotion-packed
•ked words,
knowledge-packed words, power-packed words that
make people see and feel and do exactly what these
words tell them to do! All yours instantly! I.R-2I45
OVERNIGHT VOCABULARY POWER
$9.98

S9.98

F-l . FRENCH

■ SELF HYPNOTISM

■ C-295: CHEMISTRY.
CHEMISTRY, Matter, elements and
compounds,
is, laws, solu
solutions,
’**'" symbols, formulas and
more!
$9.98

■ C-301: ENGLISH GRAMMAR AND USAGE
Parts of speech, sentences
entences and fragments, proper
usage, point of view, double
double negatives, more' $9.98
■ C-306: BUSINESS LAW. Systems and divisions,
courts and procedures, contracts, personal properly,
estates, mortgages, real estate, and more!
$9.98
■ C-309; ALGEBRA Basic laws, fractions, radicals,
graphs, logarithms, and more!
$9.98
■ C-3II: PUBLIC SPEAKING. Types of delivery,
organizing material patterns for speaking, delivery
techniques, powerful conclusions, and more! $9.98
■ C-3I2: BASIC PSYCHOLOGY Stimulus, ventral
nervous system, sensations, gesalt. perception,
motivation, and more!
$9.98

■ C-313: PHILOSOPHY.
Metaphysics,
TSiCS. exist
C---- 
Metaphysi
epistemology. aesthetics,
entialism, ethics, idealism, epistemology,
and more'
■ C-314: SOCIOLOGY. Groups, cultui
social change, mass society and more!
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lizations of his life. If you're at all inter
ested in the work of one of the twentieth
century's greatest prophets, comics and
social commentators pick up this album.
Also recommended is the Berkeley Con
cert on Bizarre Records, and his several
early albums released on Fantasy
Records.
PETER ALLEN (Metromedia) Guest
reviewer for this record: Cherry Vanilla
The Presidents (uhmm the X-Presidents)
office on the 25lh floor of Metromedia,
red plastic wine on the formica
wood-finish desk top and the red setting
sun gone below the West Side pollution
line. A sound pierces the filtered air in the
concrete tinker-toy building and “a star is
born." It seems I've heard that song be
fore! Il's that old familiar song lhal you
immediately recognize and know well
fron; somewhere in the far reaches of your
soul and it just brings il up front and right
on your mind. Il's a gentle voice and a
brave one and noi afraid io show its ten
derness and vulnerability and challenging
in ils honesty and strength. Il belongs lo a
funky, crazy-eyed Australian man named
Peter Allen. This is his first album and it's
gonna make you feel good! It's gonna
make you cry and it's gonna make you
dance around like a crazy person and I

know it's gonna make you smile a lot. Il's
gonna be your new friend and you'll want
to listen to it when you're with your lover
and when you're all alone. After awhile
you'll keep it over there with James Tay
lor's “Fire and Rain” album and Ellon
John but for awhile it's all you'll play.
Dick Bozzi produced it and it's nothing
but excellent right on through. Dick im
posed only Peter Allen on Peter Allen and
Peter Allen obviously has no ego problems
al all. There's a cut called “Eye of the
Hurricane" and you'll hear angels singing
in the chorus-even though there isn't a
back up vocal on the whole album. This
song should definitely fill your “Let It Be"
and "Bridge Over Troubled Waler"
needs. Il's pure religion. “30 Sunday
Morning" will provide a soft-focus, long
dissolve moving picture in your mind and
lhal old blue feeling in your gut. Dick's
kept Peter's piano right there with him
and just the proper distance from his voice
and on some of the cuts like “Marriage"
it's really cooking. There's their weird
banjo on “Al the Heart of Everything"
lhal seems strange and yet do right-like
“summer" clothes on a hot day in the
Springtime. The Dixieland band on “Dix
ie" is pure forlies-which is probably ex
actly when young Peter Allen first had

those thoughts of southern hospitality.
“Glittering Zero" and “Spit Before You
Swallow” had me rocking back and forth
on the roily office chair and I just know
they're gonna gel me off my winter fat
bottom and boogie all summer. My favor
ite song on the album is called “All the
Lives of Me." Il's. well, it's just my favor
ite that's all.
STEVE WINWOOD (United Artists)
This two record set is one of the best
greatest hits albums released and one of
the few that has some logic to il. There are
twenty-one songs here and songs are in
cluded from Stevie's Spencer Davis days,
as well as from Traffic and Blind Faith.
And evidently it's being sold for the price
of one record. The word is that Stevie is
gelling some new stuff together in Eng
land In the meantime this is a tremendous
value for any fan who has not been faith
fully buying his every record.
BO
DIDDLEY Another Dimension
(Chess) This is Bo Diddley's most com
mercial album in years. He has fused his
unique guitar into a modern rock groove
and produced an enjoyable gem of rock
music. Some of the songs are his own and
he has included a fine selection of rock
pieces including Al Kooper's “1 Love You
More Than You'll Ever Know" (Kooper

ANDREW OLDHAM
PUT DOWN THE LONDON TIMES
TO PICKUP ON THE...

PRODUCED BY ANDREW OLDHAM.. OWlQNAL PE3IGN BY SEAN KENNY

Andrew Oldham A proven career in rock . . early
60's the Beatles . . . mid 60's the Rolling Stones
now the 70's . . . Sunday Funnies. He must have
heard something. You will too. Subscribe to the Sun
day Funnies now. A new album on Rare Earth. (RS-526)
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plays organ and guitar on the album).
John Fogarty's "Down On the Corner"
and "Lodi." and Robbie Robertson's
great "The Shape I'm In." The produc
tion by Bob Gallo is masterful and Bo's
soulful masculine altitude shines through
belter than ever.
THE FLYING BURRITO BROTHERS
(A&M) Here's another album from the
Los Angeles country rock five. As before,
they produce a sound akin to but definite
ly different from the Byrds. Dylan's "Ra
mona" is treated to an exquisite arrange
ment which gives it another dimension.
Merle Haggard's "White Line Fever" also
is done up superbly. The balance of the
material is by rhythm guitarist Rick Rob
erts and bass Chris Hillman. The Burritos
are fine songwriters and impeccable musi
cians. The liner notes accurately describe
them as without "the innocence of Poco
but more like the hurt child-whore with
the heart of gold. A few road songs, some
knee skippers and feelings that used to
make me gel up and gut another pitcher of
beer." (notes are by Billy James) This is a
fine work of country rock that will liven
up the mood in any room of the house.
FREDDIE KING -Getting Ready (Shel
ter) This is a masterpiece currently getting
lots of FM play because of Leon Russell's

involvement with it. Leon produced and This is a flawless wonderful work and
played piano here but he didn't impose filled with incredible great rocking music.
anything on one of the great blues masters JOHNNY OTIS' SHOW Live at Monte
of our times. King plays an exquisite blues rey (Epic) This is a remarkable super
blues soul LP featuring Johnny Olis, his
guitar unlike anyone else. He's held in lhe
son Shuggie Otis. Eddie "Cleanhead"
highest esteem by all great rock musicians
and Leon has successfully produced a
Vinson. Roy Brown. Big Joe Turner. Del
mar Evans. Esther Phillips. Ivory Joe
work which will bring him to the rock
Hunter. Pee Wee Crayton, and Roy Mil
public al last. Don Nix co-produced.
lon. Il's a fantastic two record set and
Duck Dunn plays bass, and lhe Mad Dog
worth the price of purchase for the blues
and Englishmen backup singers Claudia
lover.
Linnear and Kathy McDonald arc on it
PETER KELLY Dealin’ Blues (Sire) Kel
loo. The sound is blues, rock, unique, easy
and comfortable to hear and worth getting ly is a sad voice balladcer whose second
album is filled with interesting sensitive
hold of.
ALBERT KING LoveJoy (Stax) Any songs. Leonard Cohen fans will probably
album of Albert King's is of interest. This be particularly impressed with his work.
LEE MICHAELS 5th (A&M) This is a
one is unusually good and includes a fine
rendition of "Honky Tonk Woman" plus workmanship LP from the consistent key
boardist singer writer. It has a gorgeous
lots of new AK sluff.
LEON RUSSELL AND THE SHEL picture of him on the cover and includes a
TER PEOPLE (Shelter) —There are no good rendition of the Motown classic
"Can I Gel A \\ itness" and Johnny Otis'
disappointments on Leon’s second album.
He treats the two Dylan songs "Hard "Willie and lhe Hand-Jive." His fans will
Rain's Gonna Fall." and "It Takes A Tot noi complain
RADHA KRISHNA TEMPLE (Apple)
To Laugh. Il Takes A Train to Cry" most
lovingly, as well as his new songs, particu This is a gorgeous album of holy songs
magnificently produced by George Harri
larly "Stranger in a Strange Land."
"Home Sweet Oklahoma" and "Ballad of son. I can easily recommend this album to
Mad Dogs and Englishmen." and also everyone. The music is magnificent and
George Harrison's "Beware of Darkness." polished enough for anyone to enjoy. The
Continued on Page 24
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source is pure.
LINK WRAY (Polydor) This is a super
LP released by the legendary American
Indian who had two smash hit singles
(“Rawhide” and “Rumble”) and then
abandoned the record business because it
kept trying to make him compromise. At
last a record company has given him artis
tic freedom and Polydor Records will be
amply repaid for their faith in him. The
album ranges from folk to rock with an
unforgettable sound sometimes like Creedence Clearwater, sometimes like Leon
Russell and most of the time out of the
blue. Link Wray, a veteran of the fifties, is
the most important newcomer to records
this month.
ELECTRIC ROOSTER Death Walks
Behind You (Elektra) Vincent Crane.
John Cann, and Paul Hammond are the
members of this exciting new rock group
R O D ST EW A RT Every Picture Tells .-1
Story (Mercury) This is another great
record from England's finest rock singer.
He produced it himself and did a super
good job. Particularly memorable are Dy
lan's “Tomorrow Is Such A Long Time.”
and Hardin's “Reason To Believe.” Like
the early Jagger, he can be equally effec
tive hard or soft. Like all of his work this
album is one of the finest of the year.

RUNT—The Ballad of Todd Rund
gren (Ampex)—Todd Rundgren, for
mer leader of the Nazz, engineer for
Jesse Winchester and the Band, and
producer of Ian & Sylvia and others,
has re'eased another work of genius,
this one the first bearing his own
name. His first Runt album was an
eclectic masterpiece running the gam
ut from Sly like rockers to soft smooth
sad ballads. This new one has more
continuity, more immediately mem
orable songs and even better arrange
ments. Todd played about half a
dozen instruments, produced and en
gineered the album himself, and nat
urally wrote all of his own songs.
CIRCVS gets many letters from Todd
Rundgren freaks and so to a certain
extent he is a superstar already (his
“We Got To Get You a Woman”
was a medium-sized hit last year).
GRAHAM NASH—Songs For Be
ginners (Atlantic) — Here’s another
amazing collection of musical superstars chipping in to help a friend.
Nash’s songs are all simple and so
well meanmg and the harmonies are
so sweet that it can’t miss the top
ten. But that doesn’t necessarily mean
that it’s good. CSN&Y fans will cer
tainly be pleaded, especially those
that like Nash. There are no surprises

here the way there were on Crosby’s
album. The music is pretty good, the
lyrics are surprisingly political. ■

/■

Burrito Brothers: Will liven up any room
in the house.

John Mayall. Live In Europe.

, JtXthXiiiaiF

This new LP traces Mayall and the Blues Breakers throughout Europe in some of their most important
live performances. With Mayall are Keet Hartley on drums, Keith Tillman on bass, Mick Taylor on
guitar, Chris Mercer on tenor and baritone saxes, and Dick Ileckstall-Smith on tenor and soprano saxes.
Together they create a pure and honest iorm of blues and rock.
PS 589

Available also on I AMPBXj
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Will he ask me next month?

Will I get that raise?
What's my best month for travel?

If / ask her will she say yes?
What month should my child be born in?

J2,

Am I really going into the right field?
Will I be a good actress?
Will I be a good lover?

Let Astroflash tell you all about you
From the same IBM cot
imputer that predicted the
New York Mcts World 5Series victory in '69 yoiIU
can receive your accurate, revealing, in-depth
horoscope, Astroflash is two things — a Personalily Portrait
lit about your feelings and emotions
and what makes you tick, and Astroflash is a
Six-Month Forecast about how the next six
months will treat you in yoi
lur love, work and
play. Astroflash has stored iiin the vast memory
banks of its computer the prei
’■ecise positions of
the planets for every individua
lal born from the
year 1890 to today, at any moment, anywhere
in the world. From the position of your planets
at the moment and place of your birth, sound
astrological predictions and advice can be made
available for you.
Our computer will analyze you and you alone
in a report that is over twelve feet long, and
your personal analysis will be enroute to you
by mail a day or two after we’ve received
your birth data. Included with your Astroflash will be your natal calculations pin
pointing the positions of your Sun, Moon,
eight planets, positions of houses, conjunc
tions, oppositions, trines, squares, and sex
tiles - the interplanetary relationships
that make you different from everyone
else. To have an astrologer perform this
same service would cost up to S1,000.
Astroflash. the miracle child of the com
puter sciences, can perform this same ser
vice in 45 seconds.

Perhaps you are wondering why Astroflash
is so different from any paperback book on
your newsstand. True, any paperback book
can tell you about the vague, general quali
ties that you have in common with every
one else who shares your sun sign - one
twelfth of all the people in the world. But
haven’t you ever wondered what influence
the Moon, Neptune, Uranus, Saturn, Jupi
ter, Mars, Venus, Mercury, Pluto, and your
many ascendants have on you. No two
Astroflash Horoscopes are ever alike, just
as no two people arc ever identical.

Give us the opportunity from your exact time, place,
and date of birth to analyze your personality and pre
dict the next six months in your life. Make your fillure more productive with more aware judgement. Fill
out the vital information on our coupon and send it in
today. You may ask for a complete analysis of your
personality profile, an in-depth
six month prediction of
your future or both.
Let Astroflash
tell you all
\
about
you.
*

MAIL COUPON
TODAY
You may charge AS TROFLASH to vour
MASTER CHARGE. UNICARD
NKAMERICARD.

Box 1604 Grand Central Station, New York, N.Y. lOOlA^
I enclose $5. for Personality Portrait

l enclose $7. for Si* Month Forecast.

I enclose $10 for both Portrait and Forecast. (Special Combination Price)

I
I

Enclowd $_________

Money Order

Chock

Have my Allroflash horoscope primed m

Spanish

English

French

State

PLACE OF BIRTH.

CITY

COUNTY
COUNTRY

STATE
DATE OF BIRTH

MONTH

TIME OF BIRTH

YEAR

DAY

AM.

PM.

If birth time is unknown we will use 6AM
Persons under 16 eligible for
Personality Portrait only
<

it#

For addition*! horoscopes (they make wonderful gifts! ) for friends or relatives, please use separate sheet of paper. Gift Certificates are available mailed in your
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The Problematic Career of Procol Harum
“Most groups start at the bottom and work their
way up,” says Keith Reid. “But we started right in at the top.

I

rocol Harum's “Whiter Shade of
IT Pale." released in the Spring of 1967.
became one of the best selling records in
the history of rock music. The group has
never had a comparable seller since and so
their growth artistically has been without
the advantage that some other groups
have.
“Most groups start out at the bottom
and then work their way up." said Keith
Reid, the travelling lyricist of the group,
“but we started right in al the lop. Il was
very strange."
But al that lime the group's good for
tune was not all pervasive. There were sev
eral internal problems. Matthew Fisher
had trouble showing up for gigs and Dave

Knights was going in a different musical
direction and there were endless lawsuits
and management hassles as everyone leapt
for the pie. Procol has been through three
full-blown court cases in their subsequent
changes of management and American
representation. They’ve finally settled with
Chrysalis, the same firm that handles
Jethro Tull. The current line-up is Gary
Brooker on vocals and piano. Chris Cop
ping on bass and organ. Robin Trower on
guitar and B. J. Wilson on drums Reid,
the lyricist, also is considered an official
member of the band.
In America. Procol has established a
solid following who love their grandiose
thought through melancholy manner and

particularly Brooker's undefinable voice.
Their last three albums. Shine On Bright
ly, Salty Dog. and Home, have met with
critical success here and have sold well
enough to keep them recording. But there
have been no more hit singles, the group
has no exciting lead guitarist star like Al
vin Lee or Eric Clapton, and in England,
because of previously poor management,
they have almost no following at all.
“We make all our money from the
slates." confesses Wilson. Their lours here
are just often enough to maintain their
popularity and they always meet with ova
tions and demands for encores. In the last
few years they have added the ability to
play good hard rock and roll as well as
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slower, organ dominated pieces and on a
recent lour of England with Jethro Tull
they were received quite well. However
they lend to look at their career with a
mixture of sadness, in that their art goes
sometimes unappreciated, and gratitude,
that they are still able to do with their
lives what they want.
Brooker was asked what he would do if
the new Procol album. Broken Barricades.
sold a million copies. He relished the
question, letting it penetrate, and replied.
“Oh. I'd probably go to Monte Carlo and
gamble it all—and if I won I'd lake it all
home and spend it making the most in
credible album anyone’s ever done.”
Recognition is one of the most impor
tant things an artist can have and there is
a well-hidden craving that Reid and Broo
ker have to get their sounds and thoughts
back to the four million audience that they
started out with.
“We don't gel a lol of fan mail." Broo
ker said, “but what we do gel is really per
sonal and rewarding. L ike even if we just

were to gel ten or eleven a year like those
it would be worth it. People write such
personal things, such inner thoughts."
Reid is happy when people are moved
by his lyrics but sometimes he’s al a loss
of how to respond to fans.
"When somebody comes up to you and
says that what you’ve written has changed
their life that you've given them some
thing —it's very hard to give them more.
Because you've said something in the song
that's really from you- you’ve bared
yourself to them and they know
you -they've been touched by you but
you've never met them: you don't know
them at all and haven't the slightest idea
of what they're like."
Like all of the group. Reid is rather well
read and articulate. He is not aware of
specific influences on his writing but he is
a student of poetry and particularly loves
Rimbeau. His writing is unlike any other
rock poetry around. He has a dark view
which gives unique perspective on the
world. As John Mendolsohn has written:

“While their contemporaries took to
tirelessly singing of the joys of getting it
all together in the country. Procol instead
painted bleak musical pictures of men al
sea or devoted whole albums to the theme
of death." They were the first rock band
to get involved with classical music and
they were the first who did get involved to
escape getting trapped there.
If there has been a growth in recent
Procol material it is their new found abili
ty to play danceable throbbing rock and
roll as well as their unique oratorical
pieces. The combination adds up to one of
the most powerful shows in rock.
“The problems that a band has to deal
with are so heavy." says Brooker. “It’s
not only us. it’s almost every band I know
of. You have to always be hassling about
some legal thing, some old royalty thing
or some booking thing."
Procol is in a tradition of art unlike
some of the hard rock British successes.
They have never been into the scene of at
tracting groupies or milking the audience

Keith Refd
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and is more than just a collection of songs. I
But in spite of that inclination, only the
Who's Tommy has a central character
that dominates as entirely as the off-stage
personality who occupies Aqualung. Un
like Tommy, a character who may have
represented something else. Anderson
doesn't go around any corners in bringing
out what he has to say about God and reli
gion. He is subtle and direct both in his
lyrics where God is discovered by individ
uals generally not worth considering, and
in his liner notes which suggest that maybe
God did not create man. but man created
God. The characters on side one range
from the repulsive to the desirable. The re
pulsive Aqualung is described as a man
with snot running down his nose, greasy
fingers smearing shabby clothes, drying up
in the cold sun watching frilly panlies
run."
In Cross Eyed Mary, Aqualung finds an
answer to his desires since she “gets no
kick from little boys and would rather
make it with a letching gray." What a
great couple, it's just too bad they don't
appear in the other songs on side one
which have the same feeling, but are more
lyrically obscure.
There is nothing obscure about side two
which is an entire composition based on
the first song “My God." The songs are
separate but flow together without breaks
and unless you have the lyrics it’s hard to
tell where one song ends and the other be
gins. All the songs deal with God as an
image instead of as something that could
exist inside both Aqualung and Cross
Eyed Mary, and it challenges the “plastic
crucifix" idea of Godliness.
The subject matter is very serious, but
Jethro Tull doesn’t change their music to
fit; they don’t feel they have to. But Ian
was anxious to talk about the album to
make the concept clear.
“Aqualung is a character that we in
vented, although he is sort of a con
summate character of people 1 have
known and have been aware of. He repre
sents the tramp figure, the hobo, the very
lowest part of society. He is considered to
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be degenerate morally, and very decadent,
a kind of scum of the earth. And taking
that figure, what I'm trying to do is to
point out that to my personalized view of
religion and the god complex. I believe
that God exists within that character just
as much as within the Pope. I believe that
all human beings are alike in as much as
they have a capacity for goodness. What
you have to do is try to recognize it within
yourself and try to be a good person,
whatever that means, since we all have dif
ferent standards. I don't believe in an ab
solute stale of goodness or the lack of it. I
believe in God as an abstract force, not as
a person or even as an intelligence ... I
believe in man as opposed to most peo
ples' belief in God. 1 choose to call this
ideal within man. I choose to call that
God. I think the same ideal would exist
within any other intelligent race al any
other time. So. if you like, the idea of God
is universal in that sense. There arc a
couple of songs on the album which don't
exactly fall into the pattern. The first side
is basically about human nature and the
various aspects. The second side has to do
with more objective ideas about God and
my feelings toward religion and the
church. I'm not really protesting. I’m not
saying that it shouldn’t be done, because I
benefitted from that. But I so believe that
there are an awful lot of young people who
are being brought up with certain religious
beliefs held over them, they are brought
up to be straight-jacketed by religion and
not to think for themselves and not to ex
perience other religions. I think that chil
dren should be free to decide for them
selves what religion they want to follow if
they want a religion at all. There should
be a place where people could practice all
religions so they could learn to appreciate
the various aspects of each one. I was told
to believe in a God of fear not a God of
love.”
Anderson's view of the future for Jethro
Tull is somewhat paradoxical in that “so
far we've been lucky in as much we
haven't changed loo much, yet in my own
mind we’re still going ahead, we are not

standing still." Which brings to mind
Ian's peculiar stage habits. “I always tried
to explain." he explains, “that it just came
about spontaneously as a means of getting
comfortable, getting a kind of balance,
getting a physical balance and creating a
musical balance to go along with it.
Standing on one leg is a kind of uneasy
equilibrium, it's something that when
you're playing the music it makes you
tense to keep this constant balance going
whether it's physical or purely musical.
But people see it as being part of an on
stage act and it’s not."
By this point in the game the Jethro
Tull/ Ian Anderson image has been well
established. People think they know ex
actly what to expect from Ian, they know
his habits almost too well. There are even
those who are trivial enough to like Jethro
Tull because Anderson plays the flute
while standing on one leg. This detracts
from the fact that he has been voted the
top flute player in Jazz and Pop (the crit
ics poll) and also made the top of the list
in the Readers' Poll and was also voted
number one in the Playboy Poll.
“I think some of the fans think they
know what to expect because they read the
kinds of reviews of concerts which are so
decidedly lacking in literary content and
describe me as a kind of Pied Piper of
Pop. They have this image that I'm going
to come out playing the flute and stand on
one leg for an hour and a half, without
moving. Of course they're entirely wrong.
Also people tend to think that I don't play
the flute so much anymore which is also
completely false. I never did play flute all
the time. . ."
“I got my flute style from playing the
guitar, as silly as that may sound. My ear
ly flute playing was based on guitar solos
with the same musical structure. But later
on when I got more familiar with it and I
started playing it as a flute, using methods
of construction that were peculiar to the
flute, getting into harmonics and devel
oping certain styles of fingering, ways of
fingering which were totally different from
the guitar. I was influenced by Roland
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Kirk in as much as before I began to play
the flute 1 heard one of his records. “Sere
nade to a Cuckoo.” In actual fact my way
of playing the flute, which is his way and a
lot of other peoples' ways, that is singing
and playing at the same time, is something
I stumbled upon by accident. Because
when 1 started to play. I couldn't produce
a clear lone. The first few weeks I played
it was hissy and breathy and instead of
blowing I made a noise and that developed
into a kind of way of blowing. It was only
later that I realized that it was a Roland
Kirk type of sound. Il was only later after
I had played the flute quite a lol that I
started listening to jazz musicians play the
flute. I can't really say that I was very in
terested because I don't find a lol of affin
ity with jazz I'm much more in tune to
what they call rock music, folk music or
classical music, than I am with jazz . .
From the outside it would appear that
the music of Jethro Tull would be the
product of a very stoned mind. One would
assume Ian has cultivated quite a head
helped along by a few artificial con
sciousness allerers. Certainly Anderson
writes lyrics that are strange enough but it
has become clear that there exist creators
who arc naturally destroyed. They aren't
madmen, it's just that their thought pat
terns expand into realms not usually con
sidered seriously by the sane or the
“straight” person.
“I don't use drugs.” he stales, “because
everything that I've been able to do so far.
I have been able to do without becoming
involved in education, religion or drugs.
Drugs represent to me an artificial means
of broadening my horizons, of achieving a
greater or a different outlook on things,
achieving a greater perspective. I may not
be able to do it now. but I think in the fu
ture I would like to work towards achiev
ing by myself without any artificial means,
the kind of broadness of vision that people
do achieve on drugs. I don't even smoke
orass. The only drugs I have used have
been things the doctor has prescribed, pain
killers and such. I have never been drunk,
sometimes I drink wine but I couldn't be-

come drunk. I have drunk enough to make
people drunk, but my mind clamps down
and as soon as I feel my own perception
changing, I clamp back and strictly adhere
to the normal. I am probably one of those
persons who if 1 did smoke pot. I probably
wouldn’t even gel high. There is some
thing about me as a person that demands
that I be always in total control of myself.
But this is just a personal viewpoint. I
don’t think drugs are bad. I think in fact
that drugs are necessary for most people,
just to stay alive these days.”
Anderson is one of the favorite subjects
of the rock press. They like to describe
him and the band in glowing, fiery words
that make him appear to be a cross be
tween Fagin, an escapee from a mental
asylum and a flamingo. They've branded
him as being “the most visual entertainer
since Jagger.” “a blend of Fagin and Caplain Hook,” “a stork with St. Vitus'
dance.” and “a mad dog Fagin with an
outrageously lecherous point of view." Ian
Anderson is not impressed.
“Most of what the rock press does, is to
report rather badly what so called rock
stars are supposed to have said, and to
analyze rather badly what their new
records are all about. They really make a
rather half hearted attempt to explain in
writing what a person is saying in music. I
personally think I would do a better job
writing about music than most writers be
cause I'm a musician. There are a lot of
good writers who do constructive things. I
don't know whether you are one or not.
but there are a lot of good writers. They
try to explain it in a constructive way to
make people more interested and to make
them think about things. But I don't think
it influences that many people. Think
about Rolling Stone. They write about the
sociological aspects of the music and are
not involved in the music as musical
analysis and that kind of material has a
very limited kind of bearing. To begin
with, a lot of people don't understand
what Rolling Stone is saying, and second
ly their record reviews and reports of con
certs and so on tend to be rather self in

dulgent on the part of the writer in as
much as he says what he thinks it was like
without explaining why. They write as if
they were talking, or rapping as you would
say. and I don't think that’s the way to
write. If it were, then we would all be lis
tening to the radio instead of reading. If I
were writing in England I would attempt
to construct a well written piece of prose
based on my knowledge of grammar and
suitably descriptive words. I would find
out who read the paper, what kind of
people so I could find out what style to
write in and what kind of limits to impose
upon my own style of writing ... I think
that the spontaneous kind of prose which
is largely an American invention. I mean
people like Jack Kerouac I appreciate, but
put him alongside a lot of other authors
and you see that it's not a very artistic
style of writing. If you write from a purely
subjective point of view like how it feels to
be high on acid and grooving to Grand
Funk Railroad, I certainly wouldn't want
to know because I don't take acid and I
don't listen to Grand Funk Railroad and
if I did I certainly wouldn't lake acid
while I was doing it. Whereas everyone
doesn't share my analytic approach. I feel
that there are a lot more interesting things
to write about than how the writer feels
when he is there. Since I have to write mu
sic to make a living. I have to write it in a
certain style with certain limitations on
style, but at the same time I have to try
and make it interesting, to try and use
structure as well as I can. The American
public by and large tends to dwell on sur
face details and when’they try to get deep
er they get involved in their own pompos
ity. in other words they start using a lot of
words that they don't even understand.
The problem is that I know I speak Eng
lish but you only think you speak English.
Americans should have a new language
called American, because Americans are
the worst English speaking nation in the
world. Il is so hard to communicate with
people and yet most of us don't even make
the attempt to speak our own language
properly.”
Vernon Gibbs ■
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Photos by Linda McCartney
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ith the release of a new album,
comes a new parcel of information
about Paul and Linda McCartney. Es
sentially they are still locked in a court
battle with Apple but have found a
transitional means of dealing with
them, they are back in Scotland for
several months, and they have no im
mediate plans. They enjoy their semi
secluded life, and Linda is pregnant.
The album, “Ram” is already a source
of controversy—some love it and
some don’t. It represents the effort
of hundreds of hours from both of
them over the last six months. It is a
rock and roll record and for the first
time, McCartney’s musical head is
clearly defined. For awhile it can seem
like parts of it are boasting: “Z was
the Beatles folks” but in the final
analysis it is a new sound from a new
team: Paul and Linda McCartney.
According to those that were there,
Paul and Linda really did work on
the album together. Six of the songs
were joint efforts: “Heart of the Coun
try,” “Monkeberry Moon,” “Eat At
Home,” “Long Haired Lady,” “Uncle
Albert/Admiral Halsey,” and “Dear
Boy.” The others were written by Paul
alone. Paul and Linda listen to the
radio all the time and like to keep in
formed about what’s happening. “They
just wanted to put out an album with
good music on it,” says a friend, “they
weren’t trying to do anything with
heavy lyrics or anything—they just
wanted to do an album of songs that
would make people feel good.” They
had written thirty songs to choose
from and didn’t decide on the final
eleven until the final stages of making
the record. The first step was finding
musicians. In Florida they picked up
Hugh McCracken and Dave Spinoza.
When they needed a drummer they
rented a broken down uptown rehears
al hall in New York and auditioned
ten of the best drummers around.
Most of them were offended that they
even had to audition—particularly on
the terrible set of drums which Paul
had gotten. But finally Denny Seiwell
who said “if I can’t get it together
here I can’t get it together anywhere,”
got the job. The basic tracks were laid
down in Columbia Studios during No
vember and December. They went
home to Scotland for Christmas and
returned to New York the second
week of January when they put on the
violins, cellos, and horns. During these
Continued on Page 35
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For awhile it seems like he’s toasting, “1 was the Beatles, folks.”
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Paul and Linda McCartney
A New Sound From a New Team:
They just wanted to do an album that would make people feel good.
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Photo by Henry Diltz

,Adp|
The family: Linda's daughter
Heather, (left) and their
daughter Mary, (right)
relax in the back scat of
their car. And Linda is
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sessions Ron Carter and Richard Da
vis played bass. The other musicians
were from the New York Philhar
monic and Paul conducted them.
These arrangements can be heard on
“Admiral Halsey," “Long Haired
Lady,” and “Back Seat Of My Car.”
In February they went to Los Ange'es
where they did the mixing and the
final vocals and instrumentals. In LA
they used Sound Recording Studio,
They worked very hard on the rec
ord. When they were at Columbia and
Continued on Page 36
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later at A&R studios in NY they
would work from 10 am until 6 pm.
In Los Aneeles they worked from 5
pm until midnight.
For many who had followed the
= music press, it was a bit of a surprise
to see the new McCartney album bear§ ing the Apple label. The situation is
1 this: the court case which had Paul
■S’ suing the other Beatles is likely to be
■S tied up in court for months and may2 be years. In the meantime, all Beatle
g earnings are being held by a receiver,
co
an appointee of the court who impar2 tially administrates the money until
_
■3 the court finishes investigating Paul's
o charges against Apple. Apple did not
g hear anv of the album until Paul pre
sented them with the completed mas
ter tape. Despite bad feelings between
Paul and Allen Klein, Apple has been

most cooperative with the newly set
up McCartney Productions office. In
New York many McCartney affairs
are handled by Diane Brooks. Sur
prisingly, Paul is said to be eager to
personally hand'e all of his own busi
ness and may be interested, after the
Apple mess is settled, in expanding his
company to include some other en
deavors.
The album cover of “Ram" was de
signed by Paul though naturally the
pictures were taken by Linda. The pic
ture on the front was taken on their
farm in Scotland. Paul mocked it up
on an old piece of cardboard and
colored in with magic marker the
places where the cardboard ripped. He
used blades of grass from Los An
geles, a lock of daughter Heather’s
hair, and drawings from the children.

The letters L.I.L.Y. which are written
on the border of the cover stand for
“Linda I Love You."
The horse on the inside cover is
Paul’s horse. Both he and Linda ride
horses and they love to wear cowboy
hats and shirts.
Linda is pregnant now and it’s not
likely that either of them will get in
volved in a new venture until the
baby is born. In the meantime, Paul
always plays music and reportedly she
is teaching him photography. They
plant their own vegetables, don’t eat
meat but they do eat fish. While
they’re not extravagant in most areas,
they love to eat well. Caviar is a fa
vorite. They travel frequently, usually
in a jeep or bus or ferry. “They like
to keep things simple” says a friend,
“they like to see things.”
D.G.

IB®
Paul is eager to handle his business affarirs once the Apple mess is straightened out.
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Detroit: "We just like to rock man. We like parties.”

Mitch Ryder's Wheels Rolling Again in Detroit
■

| Adroit is a new rock band with
*
forthcoming album on Paramount
Records. But the group's lead singer.
Mitch Ryder, has been around for many
years, beginning his career with “Devil
with The Blue Dress On" when his group
was called Mitch Ryder and the Detroit
Wheels. The new band consists of the fi
nest rock personnel that Detroit has pro
duced in the last few years. Ils members
have formerly been in the Detroit Wheels.
Frigid Pink. Catfish and others. They play
goodlime hard rock dance music. They
have good taste in material, in music, and
Mitch's soulful vocal leaves good memo
ries behind wherever they play. “In Det
roit." says Mitch, “there's a whole band
scene. Almost every weekend us or some
other band are playing for free. We just
like to rock man. We like parlies."
Milch Ryder was born Billy Levise 25
years ago. He started playing rock in a
legendary high school band called Billy
Lee and the Rivieras. In 1965 they came
to New York, renamed themselves Mitch
Ryder and the Detroit Wheels and met
producer Bob Crewe and sold about six
million records through such smashes as
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“Devil With a Blue Dress On Good Gollly Miss Molly.” “Jenny Take A Ride."
and “Sock it to Me." Al the peak of this
period Mitch went on the road with a six
teen piece showband, white satin jackets, a
chorus, and dancing girls. After awhile
though that extravaganza fell apart. He
returned to Detroit and got together with
Wheels drummer Johnny Bee and slowly
put together Detroit. They have never
stopped playing during all these years. Il's
just that now they feel ready to go on the
road again. Mitch, along with Johnny is
the main mastermind of Detroit but he
lays back during performances as a part of
the group. His biggest influences are
Smokey Robinson. Little Richard, and
Bob Dylan. He is highly respected by the
Detroit hip and political community.
Johnny Bee is the drummer of the group
and also does back-up vocals and can play
guitar and piano. He is 23 years old.
comes from Detroit and was born Johnny
Badanjek. He played with Milch in the
Rivieras and the Wheels. He played in
Molown’s road band and was a member
of a group called Blueberry Jam before
getting back together with Milch in 1969.

He has a bizarre sense of humor and
takes to writing funny songs (one of his ti
tles is “I Was Supposed to Meet You at 8
O'Clock But You Stood Me Up So I
Went Home and Got My Baseball Bal
and Dipped It In Gasoline So It Would
Not Crack. Chip Or Splinter When I Busled Il Over Your Head”). His biggest mu
sical influences are James Brown. Little
Willie John, and Motown and he is the
musical leader of the band.
Steve Hunter, nicknamed Rat. is the
lead guitarist of Detroit and comes from
Decatur. Illinois. He plays acoustic, elec
tric. six and twelve string guitar. He is
deeply into his guitar and talks about little
else. He is 23 and went from the army into
local Illinois bands, played some with Chi
cago blues bands where he met John Lau
der who brought him into Detroit.
Mark Manko plays guitar, and occa
sionally organ, piano or bass. He is a na
tive Detroiter and is 24. He's played with
John Lee Hooker, and Chuck Berry,
played briefly with the Detroit Wheels and
joined Catfish for awhile. Manko likes
Captain Beefhearl. John Coltrane, early
Rolling Stones, and Motown. He is the

most pop member of the group.
Harry Phillips plays dynamic key
boards for Detroit. He comes from Det
roit and is 22. He played with Catfish and
Frigid Pink. He is the most recent addi
tion to the band. He loves the Tempta-

lions, the Rascals, and Hendrix.
Ron Cooke is a redhead who came out
of high school bands in Monroe. Michigan
and joined Catfish. He plays bass and has
been influenced by the Ventures. Chuck
Berry. Little Richard. Jerry Lee Lewis.

Jimi Hendrix, and much more.
Detroit's first single is “Long Neck
Goose" backed with “It Ain’t Easy." An
album is forthcoming and those who have
heard them playing the midwest and cast
cannot wail for it.
Danny Goldberg ■

Tee Garden and Van Winkle Wait For Their Break
A mid all the holocaust-rock and soulxllul strutting that make up Detroit
music sit Teegarden and Van Winkle, at
drums and organ respectively. The two of
them play in rhythms foreign to that metal
and cinders city. That’s because T & G
are emigrants from, of all places. Tulsa.
Oklahoma Tulsa, you’ll recall, was the
spawning ground for a surprising number
of currently active musicians, among them
Carl Radle. David Gates (of Bread).
Chuck Blackwell, and the busy Leon Rus
sell (who. by the way. is about to make the
move back to home sweet Oklahoma).
T & G demonstrated, on “God. Love
and Rock'n'Roll”—their moderate hit of
a few months back that they have much
more in common, musically speaking,
with the aforementioned Mr. Russell than
they do with either Iggy or the Detroit
Emeralds. T & G don’t sound much like
Detroiters when they talk either (and if
you think their music is filled with rustic
charm, you oughta hear their conversa
tion).
Skip Van Winkle (his real name is
Knape) and David Teegarden speak in a
strange tongue that we'll refer to as Oklahomese. This tongue has certain root
similarities to English—so that under
standing it, if not easy, is at least pos
sible—but it is actually a language unto it
self. It’s important to note this point while
reading the following, since the spoken
word so often differs from its written
counterpart, particularly in translation
and transcription from aural Oklahomese
to written English.
At any rate. Jack and Skip really enjoy
talking, in their own singular way. I got
the impression that, had I been a room
service waiter rather than an interviewer,
the two would have acted and spoken to
me no differently. They're friendly, talk
ative guys, and that’s a boon for an inter
viewer. since he can forget what he's there
for. relax, and have a good time. Thai's
exactly what 1 did. of course.
When I asked Skip how long he and his
partner had been playing rock'n'roll for a
living, he replied:
“We been at it for a hunnert yea s.”
I tried again: How long have you really
been at it?
“Hunnert years . . . ten. twelve years
. . . off an' on.”
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"You expect to just all of a sudden bust out. But you don't really
all of a sudden bust out. .
Together?
that I always thought I’d make it.” Jack
Skip drawled. “Yyyyuuppp.” then explained. “You always wanted to make
paused and added, “more off than on.”
it. but it’s nulled out. because the feeling is
Are you gelling sick of each other?
null of really making it. You just kept
“Well, yeah.” Skip affirmed, “about
making it. and everybody said. “Yes.
every six months. We run one another off. you’re gonna make it.’ But you really
then we get back together.”
don’t make anything. Nothin' happens
“We get a summer vacation some that great.”
times.” Jack Teegarden explained.
Skip nodded. “You expect to just all of
Do you feel like you're ready to make it
a sudden bust out. But you don't really all
now?
of a sudden bust out. you just—well, we
Skip looked blank. “Make what?” he ain't. We’d just make a nice step up. an’
asked.
that’s about it. When 'God. Love and
Make it. Sell a lot of records.
Rock'n'Roir came out. ‘Boy. this is gonna
“I don't know.” he shrugged. “I don’t
break you. boys.’ You know, big stars—”
think you ever really decide.”
“And we’d heard all that before.” Jack
Jack took over: “No. it's like we're
broke in.
numb to that. I am. You know, you’re
“So we hit about maybe ten big towns.”
gonna make it ever since you was this Skip continued. “And came home. And
high. Tomorrow you was gonna make it.”
we were back to playin' Michigan again.
“Or every time somethin' new comes
. . . But because of it. we do get out
more. It has opened up opportunities.”
out. like the first album.” Skip added.
“But where'd we play last week?”
“The first album came out. see. ‘Okay,
Skip thought about it. “We played
boys, this is the break. This is gonna make
you.' This was the first Plum thing, before
South Carolina.” he guessed.
we sold it to Atco.”
“No. not last week, we didn’t.”
“1 don't wanna delude you into thinkin'
(Continued on next page) I
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Skip tried again. “Oh. we played
Dee-troit."
“No." Jack proclaimed, “we played
Ontario.”
“Kinada, oh yeah.” Skip* recalled.
“New Market. You know when you look
on the map and they have big. yella.
odd-shaped areas for like Toronto, and
then you git over an' start genin' black
dots with circles around 'em. and then you
git down to black dots. Well, this town
was a Utile light blue dot . . . with the in
sides cleared out. And the highway is blue,
which means maybe it's paved an' maybe
it's not.”
“Big high school, though.” Jack point
ed out earnestly.
We all thought about that one for a
minute, then resumed talking.
Have your album sales picked up sunce
the single?

recording thing, an' the beer was free, you
know, an' G a a a d a m n . wrecked,
phhhheeew. The trouble is. they didn't get
captured really strong on the record.
People must gel the impression from bea
rin' that record thal there wasn't but two
or three people in the room, goin'
‘Yaaaaayyy!"
Your manager and who else?
Skip laughed. “Right, an' David on
overdub. ... I don' know. man. I was so
high when 1 did that record, doggone. I
was scared to death, man. ‘cause we'd
only recorded one thing a long lime ago.
an' this was the first thing we done since.
An' we had six lunes, an' aboul half of
'em we hadn't even played on a gig. We
just wrote 'em. Playin' on a gig. you're un
der pressure, an' it takes a couple limes
playin' a lune on a job for il to start really
layin' good.”

“Yeah, they have—a lot more than the
first two.” Skip said. “The first two before
the single. .Atlantic claimed 3.000 apiece.
Which could maybe be double that, but
still ain't much. You know. 10.000 records
for two albums . . . ain't a whoppin* big
sales figure. Il's about the size of the fish I
catch. Not enough to tell anybody about.
But they've picked up since.”
Do you like the two Atlantic albums
now?

So we had lo do 'em all dry.” Jack clar
ified.
“Those weren't the first lunes we ever
wrote.” Skip pointed out. “We wrote a
couple back when we did ‘Who Do You
Love.' You remember the one. Da
vid went ‘duh-Duh. DUH-Duh-duh.
duh-duh-Duh. DU H-Duh-Duh.' We
helped on that one. John Cale got credit.
We wrote the music an' helped John with
the words"

Skip mulled it over. “1 don't know: I
kinda like all of 'em. I might be prej
udiced. though, you know. But they all
show somethin' for me. Now. most people
like the first one. Now. why? The first one
is a live thang. and it's just in an o!' joint.
Everybody is drinkin', everybody's drunk
an' a-hollerin'.”

John Cale?
“Not the same John Cale you're think
in' of.” Skip said.
Somehow I didn't think so.
“This ole boy's from Tulsa.” Skip
added.

Jack smiled as he remembered. “That
joint was so ... so high. They were so
up because they were all coinin' to a

Jack leaned forward. “He's gonna be a
big star someday. This cat is soooo heavy
. . . But I guess the other John Cale is.
too.”

“Well, he might go ahead an' use J. J.

Cale.” Skip mused.
“But he's got an' album out on Shelter.
I'd like to see that cat make it.” Jack said
with conviction.
For the next half hour, the boys remi
nisced aboul the old days in Oklahoma,
and aboul the lime they spent in Los An
geles. I was leaning back and taking il
easy when Skip said nonchalantly:
“We did a session with Pat Boone
once.”
I sal up.
“We did a session with, uh who's that
guy who did ‘I Saw Mommy Kissin' Santy
Claus?' Jimmy Boyd. Over Leon's house.
We did the Pat Boone thing al Leon's,
loo. An' John Cale produced il lhal
friend of ours, not the other one.”
“An' Bobby Vee an' Del Shannon.”
Jack added.
“Leon did all them things. . .
We
ain't seen Leon in a long time. see. so after
awhile, you ain't got a whole lot to talk
aboul. But when we go out there, we see
him.”

“We see him more than he sees us.”
Jack noted.
Somebody mentioned that you lived in
his closet for awhile.
Skip dropped his eyes. “That's gonna
be the most famous thing we ever
did- live in Leon Russell's closet . . .”
The two of them thought about that for
a minute or two. then Jack turned to me.
“I met Wayne Newton.” he said, “an'
he was so nice thal I wondered aboul him.
But he's really a nice cat. man. . . . He's
from Sand Springs.”
Skip shook hid head. “Nooo. He's from
out there in California.”
“No he ain't.”
“Yes he is.”
“No he ain't.”
Bud Scoppa ■
“Yes he is . .

Jazz Greats Combine to Bring Weather Report
TITeather Report is a newly
VV formed group consisting of three in
ternationally known jazz musicians com
posers. Joseph Zawinul is a keyboard vir
tuoso and a first rate composer who wrote
some of the selections on Miles Davis’ "In
/I Silent Way. and Bitches Brew albums.
He has played with Miles. Cannonball
Adderley. Yosef Lateef. and Maynard
Ferguson. He is the composer of Adder
ly's Grammy Award winning “Mercy
Mercy Mercy.” and he recently released a
superb solo album on Atlantic Records.
Wayne Shorter plays reeds for the
group and was the winner of Down Beat’s
1970 poll for soprano sax. He wrote an
opera when he was seventeen and has

L
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played with Miles. Horace Silver, and Art addition of drummer Alphonzc Mouton
who made the chemistry come together.
Blakey's Jazz Messengers.
Miroslav Vitous is the youngster of the He comes originally from Charleston.
group at 23 and is also their superb guitar South Carolina and came north in 1966.
ist. He has been playing ever since he was He has compiled a long list of recordings,
six years old and came originally from having played with everyone from Chubby
Czechoslovakia. He has released two al Checker to Tim Hardin. The music on the
bums of his own and has played with first album Weather Report was written
Miles. Stan Getz. Sonny Rollins. Art jointly by Zawinul. Shorter and Vitous.
Farmer, and Larry Coryell. He recently
It is hard to describe Weather Report’s
finished a gig with Herbie Mann. Both
Zawinul (originally from Austria) and Mi music as each player takes scaring solos.
roslav came to this country via a scholar But the real effect comes in the universal
ship from Boston's Berlee School of Mu and ethereal sound of this combination of
talent representing one of the highest lev
sic.
The triumvirate had decided to play to els of sophistication that modern jazz has
gether a few months ago. but it was the yet reached.
Danny Goldberg ■
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is a wax resist process used in the painting and dyeing of

The artist paints a design on fabric with wax.

The wax keeps the dye

from coloring any area that has been waxed . The wax and dye process is
repeated until the design is complete.

The last step is to boil the fabric

to get the wax out.

$■
#104

#102

4 Color SiOoo

3 Color $8oo
+ 25< for postage and handling
Thank You

ALL DYES ARE COLOR FAST

*

ALL SHIRTS ARE MACHINE WASHABLE

DIFFERENT DESIGNS ON ALL SHIRTS
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hot wax predictions
Since music tastes and preferences vary, CIRCUS asks FM Programmers to predict
what five records will be most likely to top the lists when we appear on the news
stand. Here are our predictions.
Is there an FM ROCK STATION in your area that you feel deserves a listing in
CIRCUS? Write Art Ford, Hot Wax, CIRCUS Magazine, 35 West 56th Street, New
York, N. Y. 10019 . . . and we'll check it out right away!

WNEW-FM (New York City)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

CHANGE EARNERS — Stephen Stills
ATUNDE — Ginger Baker Drum Choir
ELECTRIC HOT TUNA — Jefferson Airplane
JERRY CORBITT — Jerry Corbitt
IN MY OWN TIME — Karen Dalton

WSDM-FM (Chicago)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

DOWN TO EARTH — Eddie Floyd
ELECTRIC HOT TUNA — Jefferson Airplane
IT AIN’T EASY — John Baldry
PEACEFUL WORLD — The Rascals
SPLIT — Groundhogs

KFON-FM (Hollywood)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

ARETHA LIVE — Aretha Franklin
IT AIN’T EASY — John Baldry
MUDLARK — Leo Kottke
LIVE AT MONTEREY —Johnny Otis Show
PASS THE PLATE — Crusaders

KNAC-FM (Long Beach, California)
1. THE REAL THING — Taj Mahal
2. LEON RUSSELL AND THE SHELTER PEOPLE —
Leon Russell
3. MEMOIRS OF A STOCKHOLDER — Mungo Jerry
4. GOOD TASTE IS TIMELESS — Holy Modal Rounders
5. ARETHA LIVE — Aretha Franklin
WMMS-FM (Cleveland)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

BLUE—Joni Mitchell
HOME IS IN MY HEAD — Jackie Lomax
EVERY PICTURE TELLS A ""CRY — Rod Stewart
PECULIAR FRIENDS — Ten .,'heel Drive
IF YOU SAW THRO’ MY EYES — Ian Matthews

WEBN-FM (Cincinnati)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

SWEATHOG — Sweathog
ARETHA LIVE — Aretha Franklin
RAM — Paul and Linda McCartney
EVERY PICTURE TELLS A STORY — Rod Stewart
BLUE --Joni Mitchell

WNRZ-FM (Ann Arbor)
1. ANTELOPE FREEWAY—Howard Roberts
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2.
3.
4.
5.

BAD MANORS — Crowbar
FROG CITY — Import
LIVE IN PARIS — Ike and Tina Turner
RAM — Paul and Linda McCartney

KSAN-FM — (San Francisco)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

CURTIS/LIVE — Curtis Mayfield
IF YOU SAW THRO’ MY EYES — Ian Matthews
ANTELOPE FREEWAY — Howard Roberts
ARETHA LIVE — Aretha Franklin
LOVEJOY — Albert King

KFH-FM (Wichita, Kansas)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

EVERY PICTURE TELLS A STORY — Rod Stewart
JOY TO THE WORLD — Hoyt Axton
RAM — Paul and Linda McCartney
THE REALTHING—Taj Mahal
MUDLARK — Leo Kottke

VWBR-FM (Ithaca, N. Y.)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

ARETHA LIVE — Aretha Franklin
RAM — Paul and Linda McCartney
PEACEFUL WORLD — Rascals
MUDLARK — Leo Kottke
FRESH AIR — White Lightning

WLOL-FM (Houston)

1. FLYING BURRITO BROTHERS — Flying
Burrito Brothers
2. RAM — Paul and Linda McCartney
3. PEACEFUL WORLD — Rascals
4. ARETHA LIVE — Aretha Franklin
5. EVERY PICTURE TELLS A STORY — Rod Stewart

KPRI-FM (San Diego)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

ANTELOPE FREE AY — Howard Roberts
ARETHA LIVE — Aretha Franklin
LOVEJOY — Albert King
SKY'S THE LIMIT — Temptations
CURTIS/LIVE — Curtis Mayfield

WDAS-FM (Philadelphia)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

CLIMAX BLUES BAND — Climax Blues Band
CURTIS/LIVE — Curtis Mayfield
ELECTRIC HOT TUNA — Jefferson Airplane
"Long Promised Road" — Beach Boys
OLATUNJI — Olatunji
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PAUL RINGE

A dventurc abounds in likely and unthe director of the circus, the doctor of the
Xxlikely places this month. Surfing to
lunatics become a lunatic himself."
rock music in Pacific Vibrations. In A
In this respect. The Clowns. a strange
Gunfight with Kirk Doublas and Johnny
mixture of documentary and inventive
Cash. In Fellini’s The Clowns. And in
narrative cinema, is related to his epic of
Lclouch's The Crook.
introspection. SV2. He projects his person
PACIFIC VIBRATIONS (American
al involvement with the dramatic and
International) combines the elements of
symbolic elements of the circus with af
Endless Summer and Woodstock into a
fecting poetry and power in the opening
very heady concoction of contemporary
and closing thirds of the film. His presen
sounds and surfing excitement. Some of
tation of the traumatizing impact of the
circus on the mind of the child, and his
the top surfers in the world take to the
translation of the grotesque visages and
waves against a score which features songs
situations into everyday faces and facts of
by Cream. The Steve Miller Band. Ry
life, climaxed by a wild and profound al
Cooder. Wolfgang and others. The mix
legory. is a splendid visual reading of the
ture is very complementary.
irony and macabre humor of life
Applying the newest techniques of
The middle third of the film, a cinema
kaleidoscopic color and action, the film
tucks us under the waves with the surfers
verite exploration of the real world of
and covers us in the tunnelling roll toward
those who portray clowns, is a drag. It's
the beach. The surfers ride the crest and
lalky and boring and full of the coldly in
then dip down into the mounting coil
tellectual meanings the lack of which he
wearing the crest like some royal crown
extolls in the cavalcade of the circus. It's
over their heads in trips of exhilarating
pretentious and pretty much an ego trip
freedom. The visuals are awesome—the
with Fellini himself on camera much of
sun dropping through the clouds like a
the lime. We know he is prone to ego
basketball through a hoop, or resting like
trips, as most great artists are, because he
a huge red ball on the water; fulminating
revealed it so pertinently in 8^/2. Still. The
clouds that bear remarkable resemblance
Clowns is so provocative that you could
to the turbulent sea. and rising, monst
virtually sleep through the middle section
without diminishing the emotional impact.
rously beautiful waves—and the music is
solid.
There are touches of good fun and a
strong sense of release and power. The
film falls down somewhat in its attempts
to reveal mystical or sociological implica
tions and heavy-handed ecological signifi
cance, which are simply redundant. The
sight of one surfer riding one magnificent
wave projects all the mystery of nature,
implications of freedom and contrast to
smog-ridden cities. Anything else just
makes the film longer and tedious.
Fellini, the master (8V2, La Dolce Vila,
The Nights of Cabiria. La Slrada. Variety
Lights, etc.), explores the circus as a sym
bolic spectacle of life experience in THE
CLOWNS (Levitt-Pickman), In its at
mosphere of madness and death-defying
thrills, fantasy and fable, he examines
man’s propensity for amazing adventure
and his own personal affinity for the vol
atile expressiveness of circus melodrama.
Reflecting on the ragged, irrational, buf
fooning clowns, he observes that they were
an apparition of his youth which prophe
sied his vocation, for he is “perhaps . . .
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A GUNFIGHT (Paramount) pits two
great faces. Kirk Douglas and Johnny
Cash, in a symbolic showdown in a bull
fight arena. Douglas portrays a famous
gunfighter reduced to shilling in a saloon
to support his wife and child. Cash, also
an ex-gun. happens through town on his
way back from a gold prospecting ex
cursion with a less than happy payoff. Be
fore long, the town is buzzing with bets on
the inevitable showdown between the two.
But they have no intention of shooting it
out. In fact, they like each other. But
Douglas, remembering his days of glory
and deploring his present condition, pro
poses that they stage a gunfight, charge
admission to the bullring, with the winner
taking all. Al first Cash resists the busi
ness deal, but in the end bows to the po
tential payoff.
They gel Raf Vallone. a merchant and
sort of frontier Sol Hurok, to stage the
event, and much to the consternation of
Douglas' wife, played by Jane Alexander
(Academy Award nominee for The Great
While Hope)., and Cash's saloon girl,
played by Karen Black (Academy Award
nominee for Five Easy Pieces), but to the
delight of the avaricious townspeople, the
happening comes off.
The film is a little loo pal and its point

;
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Fellini’s circus ("Clowns") as a symbolic life experience. But
you can sleep through the middle third—of the movie, not your life.

“We’ll

miss ya 9
baby”

Michael

Margotta

becomes frantic

in Jack

a bit obvious, but it is at times ex
ceptionally well presented and very inter
estingly conceived. Douglas and Cash
have their moments, and there is definitely
a building of offbeat suspense. It won't be
easy picking your favorite.
Right from the start, director Claude
Lelouch (.4 Man and .4 Woman) gives no
tice that he has constructed an inventive
and bizarre crime film in THE CROOK
(United Artists). Under the credits, we are
treated to a musical camp version of an
old-style gangster movie climax with sub
machine guns, black limousines and leggy
molls, and then he delivers a
cops-and-robbers number that is fresh,
crisp and exciting.
Once again, Jean-Louis Trintignant.
who gels my vole as one of the two or
three lop film actors of our day (The Con
formist. Z, My Night At Maud's and .4
Man and .4 Woman). is super as a super
crook who masterminds intricate and dar
ing plans, which he executes with cool effi
ciency and volatile explosiveness. The sup
porting cast, most notably old-timer
Amidou and Charles Denner, also of Z.
among others, is uniformly excellent.
The Crook moves along with the swift
ness and arresting turns-of-events. Watch
for a quick flashback early in the film, oc
curring when one of Trintignanl's ladies is
doing a number on the telephone, which
slips into another of his ladies doing the
same bit. You're back in the past and the
flow of the picture will take you back to
that point in the present and then play it
self out with suspense and cleverness.

DRIVE. HE SAID (Columbia): In the
process of updating this book which some
eight years ago prestaged campus revolu
tions. peace movements, head sub-cultures
and moonshots, the crazy quill insanity
has been lost. There is conviction and tex
ture. but a lack of substance and clarity in
this reflection of college hubbub and con-

I

Nicholson’s “Drive, He Said.”

fusion in the face of a deranged world
awaiting the graduates. Jack Nicholson
makes his directorial debut with a frenetic
eye and a keen ear. But the film kind of
wigs out with one of its main characters, a
freak facing the draft board and the pros
pect of becoming cannon fodder in Viet
nam. There's plenty of basketball and
pretty explicit sex.
DR PHIBES (American Inter
national) Vincent Price in "Love Sto
ry Horror Style.'' It has its very few mo
ments of campiness, but not too much
horror, as Price plots the death of the me
dical team which failed to save his wife.
He begins taking lives one by one accord
ing to the Ten Plagues of the Old Testa
ment. which is an intriguing wrinkle, but
without real intrinsic significance in the
film. More for laughs than for screams
and not much of either.

FEMME FATALE.
Cigarettes are part of the costume
Next week she learns how to inhale

MAN OF DESTINY.
--------------- u- •ur-.-.j |( s good
Smokes .because
he thinks
for'his ’image." Coughs a lot too

?

PL/\ZA SUITE (Paramount) A
mildly amusing adaptation of the Neil
Simon (Barefoot In the Park. The Odd
Couple, etc.) play. Walter Matthau stars
in three episodes which are set in a suite at
the Plaza Hotel. He is supported by Mau
reen Stapleton, Barbara Harris and Lee
Grant.

FOOL’S PARADE (Columbia) Gets
off to a fast start and goes for about a
half-hour and then switches to surrealism
and loses it. The setting is the '30s in West
Virginia, with James Stewart playing a
charming ex-convict who has managed to
save over S25.000 in wages paid for hard
labor. He plans to start a business with
two ex-inmates when he cashes the check,
but the embezzling bank president is in
tent upon slopping him. George Kennedy
is blood-curdling as the warden who
hounds Stewart. When Jimmy pops his
glass eye and seeks a reading of the future
in it. that's the beginning of the end.
■

i

WISE GUY.
in his mouth
Likes to keep a cigarette
>
when he talks. Vettry hard to understand

ME-TOO.
Smokes because his friends do Doesn’t
know whether he likes it or not

Cigarettes can kill you.
Keep smoking ’em and they may.
We’ll miss ya, baby.

american- cancer jE
society
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CIRCUS RECORD CLUB WHEN YOU BUY ANY 2 OF THESE
SUPER STEREO ROCK L.Ps, A 22.42 VALUE FOR JUST

$g96
9950

WINWOOD
Double L.P. set counts
as 2 selections.

30551 TIM HARDIN

SONGSOF
LOVE AND
HATE .<■

1883 ALICE COOPER

MAKE ANY 2
SELECTIONS.
"COLLECTORS"
SPECIALS" COUNT AS
HALF A SELECTION,
SO PICK UP TO 4,
OR MIX THEM WITH YOUR
OTHER CHOICES!

PA? W'<

MAW
*

6438
CRAZY HORSE
Jack Nietche

-21

SO2 4O0 WOODSTOCK II
Double Album counli at
2 lelecltoni Cal

* °"°L’

3011 CHICAGO III
Double Album counts
2 selections - Col.

8410 CREEDENCE
Pendulum
Fant.

SLY AND THeVImILY STORE I

CHASE

K^l
>■•7 HACK SABBATH
p-ano.d

THE KINKS
l£XAVU5U5K>*T»?AA^
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I •CUI L1YIILI U'

B42O CAPTAIN BttFHCARI
LK» My O .eO"

1892 THC SMALL FACES
Long Play ar

-22?™.___
30361 CATFISH
Live Catfish
Epic

30472 CHASE
Inc Handbags & Giddrags
Epk

2645 SLY STONE
Stand
Epic

I
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6423 THE KINKS
Lola vst Powerman...
Warner Bros.

I
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T«u

JOHNSON

ir^UKAJUULDEAD
AMERICAN BEAUTY*

i ai
♦

■* 40CS TONY WILLIAMS

SR6132O4 THE NICE
Elegy
Mar.

1893 GRATEFUL DEAD
American Beauty
Warner Biol.

1902
Bad

RON NAGLE
Rice
Bros.

Warner
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I
SPECIAL
Enhance your
recorded library
with these L.P.s
EACH ALBUM COUNTS
AS 7» A SELECTION
PICK UP TO 4 if you
choose for S9.96 or
j
mix 'n match.
'
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4010 JOHN MAYALL
Empty Rooms

4004 JOHN M.
Turning Point

_

.S!t_

6366 THE KINKS
Arthur

I i

’I

6000 THE KINKS
Face to Face

-if

4

6365 N. OREE^BAUM
Spirit In the Sky

6279 THE KINKS
Something Else
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NEtV MEMBER OF
CIRCUS RECORD CLUB®' THE ONLY
RECORD AND TAPE CLUB DEVOTED
EXCLUSIVELY TO ROCK.

*
Please note this offer is available only to
Limited
new members of Circus Record Club.
supply available.
HOW CAN WE DO WHAT OTHER CLUBS CAN'T?
Because we concentrate only on rock, "our
oui warehouses are not overstocked with useless art.su
and labels. Of course, you can order any rrecord
Itracks,
you wish, any category rock, jazz, soundti
in tthe
and classical music—any record or tape in
ose is
SCHWANN CATALOGUE, but our purpose
bringing you the best of rock. We don't push sursi
■rs"
plus records or tapes, for "inventory turnover
like alot of other clubs.
MONTHLY COLLECTOR'S FINDS
Our catalogue features many exclusive l.p.s like
the one you receive when you join. Choose from
artists like JETHRO TULL, PROCOL HARUM,
JAMES TAYLOR, CAT STEVENS, THE ROL
LING STONES, THE KINKS, THE GRATEFUL
DEAD, FREE, TEN YEARS AFTER, GRAND
FUNK and much,
:h, much morel
moi
— And
all at a dis
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IF IT'S ROCK...WE'VE GOT IT
Even the early’ recordingsand Chen the records
that will be collector s items tomorrow, or next
month. Choose from all the major rock labels:
ATLANTIC, WARNER BROTHERS, COLUMBIA,
CAPITOL,
CAPITOL. RCA,
RCA. MOTOWN, DUNHILL, COTILLION, ATCO & FANTASY.
We've got them all I
F.
—many out of print, and deleted from major label
*s, some records you will never be able to
catalogues
ss you're a member.
>
buy unles*
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NO AUTOMATIC SHIPMENTS
|
When you join Circus Record Club there is never an .
obligation to fulfill - never a monthly, yearly or |
any other kind of quota you must observe... |
Records and tapes are never sent to you "on ap- ■
proval" like other dubs. You are shipped records I.
ONLY WHEN YOU REQUEST THEM. No mon- - |
thly cards to fill in and return. No hidden clauses
like "You merely agree to buy as few as seven |
more selections within a year.
You choose fsfo
M I
many or as few as you like — it's all up to you. f._
monthly bills, that you know nothing about. MM
NO |
CONTRACTS YOU MUST FULFILL. We send
only what you order.

LOOK WHAT YOU GET
FREE Lifetime Membership Card entitles you to
discounts every month — for as long as you want
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Silver Streaked Iggy Returns to New York
e Stooges returned to New
York triumphantly a short time
ago and for two nights at the Elec
tric Circus, the band excelled. Iggy

seemed to have a little trouble ad
justing to the Circus’s unique audi
ence the first night but by the second,
he was in top form delivering the

Alice Cringes at Town Hall
Alice Cooper played Town Hall as
promised and delivered, as promised,
a show complete with boa constrictor,
electric chair, straight-jacket, and
chicken feathers. The crowd was ec
static and the music was excellent,
although Alice has had more dynamic
nights. An interesting highlight was
when actress Prindeville, a character
in the latest Andy Warhol movie
Women in Revolt, mounted the stage

h

inspired by Alice’s performance.
Alice cringed when he first saw Prindeville. At the end of the show he
dragged her into the middle of the
stage and threw her on the ground.
She then stormed off, pulling up her
blouse on her way out. In general
the music was excellent, the theatrics
were predictable, but luckily Prindeville’s martyrdom added the necessary
touch of spontaneity.

kind of legendary rock performance
that he is famous for. The usually
immobile Electric Circus audience
demanded an encore and kept shout
ing out favorite tunes from the
Stooges Funhouse album of last year.
His face and hair sprayed with silver,
Iggy had all new material however
and it was more tuneful and striking
than anything he’s done before. The
band was impeccable as it ground
out the incredible high energy wall
of sound rhythm that fits so wel^
next to Igg-y^s-^inging. Both nights he
walkccPon the audienceLS—handsr"IrT
raet-hc-spimT’^Tmoirhalf of the con
cert within grasp of the audience.
The Stooges are going to Los Angeles
to cut their third album soon—hope
fully it will be out in August. Mean
while, Steve McKay who played sax
ophone with the Stooges on their last
album has amicably split from the
band and has started his own group
called Carnal Kitchen.

It was a month for Warhol stars
to mingle with rockers. A rock and
roll boat ride starring Detroit (fea
turing Mitch Ryder) and Rhinocerous was commenced by an impromp
tu performance of Andrea Whips
Warhol who may be remembered for
her roles in the movies Trash and
Groupies. Andrea preceded Detroit’s
set with her legendary “showtime”
which consisted of lots of screaming,
a medley of acapella songs from West
Side Story, some cheerleader exer
cises and finally some rock and roll
dancing which led the crowd out of
their seats into the land of rock and
roll. Detroit was fantastic as Ryder’s
singing was unbelievable rocking soul
ful blues and the band was great
though a little too loose. Ryder sang
fantastic versions of the Stones’
“Gimme Shelter,” Lou Reed’s “Rock
and Roll,” and his own “Devil with a
Blue Dress On.” The boat ride was
an unparalleled success and the best
summer rock and roll concept in
years. Among the guests were Steve
Paul and Edgar Winter’s entire White
Trash band. They did not play but
they seemed to have a good time.
Steve magnanimously stated: “This
is the most legitimate thing since The
Scene closed.” Also on board was
most of the cast of the Andy Warhol
play Pork, Patti Smith, and John
Fisher, the famous photographer.

Kristofferson, Simon
Inspire Packed
Bitter End Audience
Kris Kristofferson finished his two
week run at the Bitter End with one
of the most extraordinary nights of
music that the Bleeckcr St. club has
ever witnessed. In the audience for
the first set was Paul Anka who jam
med with Kristofferson. For the final
show Kris introduced a couple of
incredible songwriters whom he dis
covered in Chicago. The first of the
pair, John Prine, sang three of the
most original and moving songs ever
written. Prine is very reminiscent of
early Dylan in his nasal intense
wounded singing style. His songs are
superb portraits of human feelings,
his style is fiercely original, his sense
of words and emotion are fantastic.
He received the biggest applause of
an applause-filled night. Steve Good
man was
the other newcomer.
Though less spectacular than Prine
he sang a beautiful love song. Kris
invited Tom Rush to the stage to sing
a “pre-retirement” song. Rush sang
Murray McLaughlin’s great “Child’s
Song.” Rush recently decided to move
to the country for at least six months
where he will stay away from per
forming and slowly work out the
songs for his next album. Bob Neu
wirth also mounted the stage for a
song. Kris introduced him by saying
—“Here’s one of my best friends, he

Carly Simon

Kris Kristofferson

introduced me to most of the people
I know in the business.” Neuwirth
sang Donnie Fritz’s “Rainbow Road.”
Fritz is a long successful soul writer
who now plays piano for Kristofferson. It was apparently the first time
he heard Neuwirth do the song in
public. Neuwirth did an unusually
emotional version and then leapt off
clowning as always. Kristofferson, in
the midst of this madness found time
to sing most of his famous songs and
also a good sprinkling of new ones.
He has finished his second album
which will be released soon. Also on
the bill was Carly Simon whose taste
ful album on Elektra has started to
attract attention. Many people in the
audience had come to see Carly and
she was wonderfully feminine, charm
ing and alive. Kris invited her on
stage to sing a duet of “Help Me
Make It Through The Night” which
turned out to be a very sexy perform
ance. The audience for the final show
included Andy Warhol, and Jerry
Wexler (producer of Aretha Frank
lin, Delaney and Bonnie, Donny
Hathaway and many more). Kristofferson’s closing night, by the way,
was May 24, Bob Dylan’s birthday.
Lillian Roxon, health expert for
Fusion and CIRCUS, rock expert for
Grosset and Dunlap, and American
expert for the entire country of Au
stralia, has a new distinction. She is
the rock columnist for the country's
largest newspaper, the New York
Daily News. Far out!

Andy Kim stopped up at CIRCUS
to say hello. Although many people
think of him as strictly a hitmaker, he
actually is a complex and interesting
person with varied goals. He is cur
rently working on an album which
he calls his first “real album,” and
from what he said it ought to be quite
interesting.
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Leon Back to Oklahoma
Leon Russell, Taj Mahal, and Don
ny Hathaway combined for one of
the Fillmore’s finest bills. There were
no surprises, but the music was su
perb from beginning to end.
Jazz has been quite evident in
New York clubs lately. The Tony
Williams Lifetime played a week at
the "Gaslight. Following that, Dizzy

Gillespie came in for a week. At the
same time, Herbie Hancock was play
ing the Bitter End. Jeremy Steig also
played the Gaslight magnificently.
James Taylor supposedly is play
ing guitar on some Carole King con
certs, and Leon Russell is reportedly
’ '
playing
piano on several Rita Cool
idge dates.
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Different Directions and Too Much Jimi Hendrix
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For a while, WPLJ had been the
radio station in New York most re
spected by musicians, journalists and
professionals involed in the rock
scene. Recently however they forfeit
ed much of their credibility as a com
munity radio station in a move which
brought back memories of the plastic
“love generation” sound that WABCFM unsuccessfully tried to put over a
couple of years back (PLJ is the
same station as WABC-FM; they
changed call letters several months
ago to escape their old image). For
months it has been a source of em
barrassment to WPLJ that they have
had no woman on their staff of DJs.
Finally, in April they hired Detroit
Annie to do a five hour show both
days of the weekend. Annie is a
legendary patron of both the rock
and political revolution and there was
immediate excitement on the part of
all who knew her when she took the
job. She moved to New York and
began her show, one which consisted
of great hard rock mixes, lots of in

put from the audience, and a beautiful
informal style. After only three weeks
on the air, however, she was abruptly
fired. The WPLJ management got in
censed over her inadvertant use of the
word “shit” over the air (every DJ
on WPLJ has said “shit” at least once
by the way) but the real reason ap
parently was that she was playing
“too much hard rock.” Can you im
agine a supposedly progressive radio
station that would make such a com
ment? This was particularly surpris
ing in light of the fact that Annie had
already built up an enthusiastic audi
ence. Among the complaints about
Annie by the management was that
she was playing “too much Jimi Hen
drix.” Too much Jimi Hendrix! WPLJ
has always claimed that they give disc
jockeys freedom to play what they
want, that they want to be involved in
the community, and that they are a
“progressive” music station. This ac
tion contradicts all of those tenets. It
appears that they have retrogressed
into the corporate paranoid slough

that allows only the most innocuous
music to be played. A progressive
rock station that complains that the
music is too loud is not progressive.
The week after Annie was fired,
Mike Turner, who for the last six
months has been New York’s most
_ tthe WPLJ
brilliant and relcvent DJ on
11-3 A.M. show, also got the axe.
The only reason given was that the
station was going in a new direction
and it was one that Turner would
resist. Turner has displayed excellent
musical taste, a responsibility to the
community, a good sense of humor
and a keenly professional sense of
the radio medium. He has also been
the station’s most popular air personality. By losing him WPLJ has forfeited all claims of being a relevent, lively
station. Combined with its sexist and
unwarranted treatment of Detroit Annie, WPLJ’s firing of Turner is its
death knoll as an authentic rock stalion. All New York mourns the loss
of Mike Turner from the airwaves.
Bring back Detroit Annie and Mike’.

... f

Bob Zimmerman’s
Birthday Party
The Dylan rumors this month have
even less credibility than usual but
who knows? Supposedly he’s gone to
Israel and is thinking of changing his
name back to Zimmerman. It’s also
rumored he is a leading financial sup
porter to the Jewish Defense League.
Meantime on his birthday, a bunch
of so-called political activists called
the Dylan Liberation Front paraded
in front of his house and had an im
promptu party. Dylan did not appear.
Evidently those tapes that Dylan made
with Leon Russell et al are not pres
ently scheduled for release.
,
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Mick: On the wall or off the wall?

Grand Funk
at Soccer Stadiums

photo of Mick Jagger in the
buff appeared in last month’s
edition of Oz Magazine and is now
hanging on the wall in nine out of
ten London flats although a lot of
mums aren’t too happy about this
particular wall flower. Oz, for those
who don't know, is England’s best
(and first) underground magazine and
is edited by the brilliant Richard Ne
ville, who last year was the subject
of a politically inspired bust for hash
a la what happened to John Sinclair.
But the British are more lenient in
these matters and he was released af
ter mass protests. But not before the
Oz office was torn apart. Things are
now rolling relatively smoothly again.
The photo was one of the stills from
the movie Performance.
Loudon Wainwright III opened at
the Speakeasy to a star-studded audi
ence including Robert Plant, Family,
Jon Anderson, Maggie Bell and Keith
Moon who came dressed in a chauf
feur’s uniform.
Slade, a group of former London
skinheads who've had some success
with recently released records are hav
ing a lot of trouble with their new
single titled “Do You Want Me?”
Managed by Chas Chandler, discover
er of Jimi Hendrix, Slade have made
three revisions, none of which were
acceptable to Polydor. They're still
trying though and claim they won’t
sacrifice anything for their stage act.
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Groups currently touring the coun
try are: Fleetwood Mac, on the road
for the first time with new guitarist
Bob Welch who replaced Jeremy
Spencer who joined a fanatical re
7
ligious group while on a trip to Los
Angeles late last year. Peter Green
you’ll remember went through similar
changes. Also the Byrds, an ever pop•.
ular group here, Gordon Lightfoot,
Pink Floyd, with a bunch of new ma- Fleetwood Mac (Jeremy Spencer far left).
terial. Mungo Jerry who are being
billed as a “light group” whatever
that means are also gigging around
the country. And the biggest appear
ance of the summer will undoubtedly
be the Grand Funk Railroad who are
negotiating to play at major soccer
stadiums. And by all indications their
whole tour which includes the conti
nent will be sold out. And Edgar
Broughton, one of the most politically
oriented British bands is also touring
to promote their new album on which
they were assisted by a 30 piece or
chestra. “It’s by far the best we’ve Grand Funk to do soccer stadiums,
ever made,” says Edgar.

When the Hollies came back to
play their home town of Manchester
for the first time in three years they
received a luke warm reception. The
queues outside the hall were small
and the show never sold out but was
rather sparsely filled. The group came
on with a slick, cabaret act which set
the people from Manchester laughing
at the group's in-jokes but it's unlike
ly whether this new image will catch
the rest of their fans. Wait and see.
Russ Ballard, lead guitarist with
Argent was rushed to a hospital in
Frankfurt, Germany after being the
victim of a nobody-knows-how many
volt shock he received from the
group’s mike stand. The rest of their
German tour was cancelled but he
expects to be back for scheduled dates
in Holland.

Jack Bruce, who has been known
to float around a bit was playing with
Nucleus. It is rumored that Chris
Spedding is leaving the group but
whether Jack will join is pure specu
lation.
Free have broken up and will go
on their separate ways. Reason? The
usual lack of togetherness many
groups encounter when one member
is off in another direction.
Mick Abrahams has found happi
ness with his unnamed group who
play pure rock and roll, nothing more,
nothing less. No Godspiel for the
former Tull guitarist.
New British group to watch? Heads,
Hands and Feet who’ve received
praise all over the place.
Believe it or not there will be an
other Isle of Wight Festival this year
scheduled for the end of August, and
promoter Richard Roscoe announced
he had secured one hundred outlets
on American TV whereby he intends
to televise the event live as it hap
pens—if it happens.
Fairport Convention have released
their first album in over a year called
Angel Delight. They’ve recently re
turned from a tour of Hungary. More
and more there are groups touring
the continent, especially Germany and
Holland where the fans are ultraenthusiastic.
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nest coast ■jacoba At,as
Winterland Punch
Spiked with Acid

11th. The production work for the
television series was done in London
bv the same folks who brought you
Yellow Submarine.
T")ill Graham seems to be going out
JO more with a whimper than a bang,
B. B. King is off to London where
at least in San Francisco. At a recent
he will record an album with the help
of some friends, like George Harrison,
concert at the Winterland, some loving
Ringo Starr, Stevie Winwood and part
soul spiked the water with LSD, send
of the Rolling Stones. He is also slated
ing fifty kids to the hospital and caus
to do a Royal Albert Hall date.
ing the City Counsel to put forth a
Leon Russell has moved more or
plan to revoke Graham’s permit. So
less permanently out of Los Angeles
the next step for Graham, who had
and back to his home, Oklahoma. He
nothing to do with the blighted water,
is building a small recording studio,
is to battle it out with the courts.
already owns plentv of land and is re
That is if at this point he still gives
portedly spending his leisure time fish
a damn.
ing in his own lake. Russell’s home in
Leonard Cohen’s music is being
Los Angeles will be kept by Shelter
beautifully used in MacCabe and Mrs.
Records as a recording studio and an
Miller, Robert Altman’s fi’m starring
apartment for out of town visitors.
Warren Beattv and Julie Christie. In
The Grand Funk Railroad have
the film are “Sisters of Mercv,” "Trav
propositioned the government: they
elling Lady’’ and "Stranser Song.” Alt
want to play Armed Forces stations
man insists he and Cohen are very
in Germany and Vietnam at no ex
similar, and Altman laughingly de
scribes himself as a born loser.” pense to anyone but Grand Funk Rail
Altman directed MASH and Brewster road. The brave boys got turned down
and now manager Terry Knight has
McCloud.
The Jackson Five are about to be a gone to Senator Hubert Humphrey for
weekly cartoon series airing September aid.

i

Laura Nyro is reported ready to
leave Columbia.
Peter Asher has added one more
singer to his growing roster of peo
ple he’s produced; this latest one is
Carly Simon, a young lady who re
cords for E’ecktra. Get one, lose three.
Asher is no longer producing Jo Ma
ma, John Stewart or Tony Joe White,
although he still has the Taylors,
James and Kate.

Bill Graham: punch spiked at Winterland.
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Gordon Lightfoot is finally getting
the recognition he has deserved for
years. His albums are all resting com
fortably on the charts and his concerts
are total sell-outs. When recently asked
to name his major influences, Light
foot announced, “Bob Gibson and
Peter Seeger.”
Bob Gibson, the receiver of such
hearty praise, is back on the scene af
ter an eight year absence behind hard
drugs. The man who broke folk into

the limelight during the early Sixties,
the man who formed the Limelighters,
who “discovered” Joan Baez, who
pushed folk before the public and
made it a success, is now back with
his own album. It’s called simply
enough Bob Gibson and was produced
by Jim Dixon who guided the Byrds
and the Flying Burrito Brothers
among others. It’s a nice, gentle al
bum, proving that the music was
never very far away at any time.

.1

Twiggy Makes Comeback on Film and Record

Elvis

Elvis Presley has announced that he
will record a song written by Richard
Carpenter for his sister Karen Car
penter better known collectively as
The Carpenters (“We’ve Only Just
Begun” etc.). The song is “Merry
Christmas Darling.”
The Bar-Kays did a surprise gig at
the Troubador before leaving on an
extensive tour of Japan and just about
knocked the rock-folk crowd out of
their scats. The Troubador owner had
never even considered booking the
Bar-Kays before, but after that set
is reportedly reconsidering his deci
sion. The Bar-Kays, by the way, are
helping Isaac Hayes write the musical
score for MGM’s Shaft—a black de
tective story in the old tradition of
Humphrey Bogart.
Twiggy, that lovely little twig from
England, who is about to make her
motion picture debut in The Boy
Friend has signed a contract with Bell
Records. Her first single is called “Zoo
do Zoo Zang.”
In case you care, Bobby Sherman’s
newest hit “The Drum” has Sherman
playing a total of 18 instruments. The
only thing left to other musicians was
the string section.

I y

Twiggy

Doors Off the Road Again
Jo Jo Gunn is the new group form
ed out of the ruins of Spirit. By the
time you read this they will have
signed with a label, but only after
letting every major company chase
them up one road and down the other.
In Jo Jo Gunn are Mark Andes and
Jay Ferguson.
Three Dog Night has announced a
new member of the group: one Jere
miah the Bull Frog. No kidding. Jere
miah even has his own biography.
Steppenwolf has changed lead gui
tarists. Replacing Larry Bohem (he
left to form his own group) is Kent
Henry who used to play with The
Blues Image.
The Doors have announced that
there will be no more touring for the
group. Just recording. There has been
some speculation whether even that
will continue as in the past. Jim Mor
rison has been living in France, and
insiders are saying they’ve heard Ray
Manzarek trying out his singing.
Jimmy Webb has been signed by
director Frank Perry (Diary of a Mad
Housewife} to do the music for his
western Doc which stars Stacey Keach
and Faye Dunaway. Doc is yet an-
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Doors are rehearsing lead singers.

other movie of Doc Holiday and
Wyatt Earp with Katie Elder thrown
in there for good measure.
Chase is the new band to watch.
Formed in Las Vegas by Bill Chase
who used to play lead trumpet for
Woody Herman, this nine piece band
has more energy and skill than any
other jazz-rock band around. Chase
dislikes the hype name, but will probbaly be tagged with it by way of ex-

planation until their sound is put
across. Which won’t take long. Their
album debuted on the charts at 62.
Chase boasts four trumpets and a
sound which is described as the Chase
Formula.
Long John Baldry from England
finally has his own record out, with
help from Elton John and Rod Stew
art. A great cut off the album is
“Don’t Lay no Boegie-Woggie on the
King of Rock and Roll” complete with
verbal explanation.
Peter, Paul and Mary, although
officially not together anymore, will
sing ensemble when the political cause
is right.
Jean-Luc Godard the revolutionary
Marxist movie-maker is going back
to commercialism and has hired Jane
Fonda and Yves Montand for the
leads. The film will still deal with po
litical issues, but Godard found that
his avant garde, revolutionary style
of filmmaking wasn’t getting to the
people. The only ones who were see
ing films like A Movie Like Any
Other or even Sympathy for the Devil
were an “elite intelligentsia" the last
people Godard wants to see his films.
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The rootin' tootin' James Gang (above): Dale Peters, Joe Walsh and Jim Fox

..

MUSIC

roll citizens of the Garden Slate managed
wo young bimbos sal at the countcY
over two half-cups of coffee regular.) to get the word. But there's a lot of people
who never heard of them for the longest
The hour was late, must've been around
five in the morning. The Stooges had i lime. And it wasn't until they loured Engplayed the Electric Circus and their parly I land with the Who that they began to reafterwards had just broken up. But these \ ceive the recognition they deserved (and
little honeys hadn't been to either event. I still deserve today).
Speaking of the Who. who are the
Whatever they had done to burn out the/
night they were now marooned al Manups
James Gang, who arc they? Well they used
to be five people and now they're down to
on Seventh Avenue without a ridejxrtjk to
■'••• ^Jersey.
three. But three's a good basic number,
you can't get any lower than that without
11L asryetrrT told my mother 1 was engaged." said one.
jeopardizing the sound. Guitar, bass and
"Hey is that Frank in that car? Maybe
drums can't be beat. Cream's done it. so
has Grand Funk, so has Tin House. Even
he could give us a ride back to Jersey."
the Stooges have been a trio plus Iggy
said the other. “Couldn't you gel into go
more than once and they're no flash in the
ing for a ride with him?"
An hour passed uneventfully. Two quar pan. no sir. But why are they called the
ter-cups of java, both al room tempera James Gang? They're not notorious bank
ture. “Are you gonna go to the James robbers. No and they don't have anybody
Gang tonight?" finally reopened the con named James in the band unless you count
versation. People from Jersey talking Jim Fox the drummer. Actually that has
to be it. James is the name on his birth
about the James Gang? Yes. And fourteen
and a half hours later the James Gang got certificate and he's always the first guy
mentioned in alphabetical order.
it on al Carnegie Hall, only 46 blocks to
Dale Peters always comes next. He
the north.
But how did anybody in New Jersey plays bass and he sings. After him comes
ever gel to know about the James Gang? Joe Walsh. He handles lead guitar, organ
Il couldn't have been by way of the party and vocals. And Jim does more than
Connie de Nave gave for them at Raffles drums too. he sings and tickles the ivories
in the Sherry Nelherland Hotel. Only two as well. Also vibes once in a while, like on
Jerseyites were in attendance there. Lenny “Yadig?" on the James Gang's third al
Kaye and David Walley. So that couldn't bum. entitled Thirds (an appropriate title).
be how the word got spread. Could it be Joe even tries his hand at a “train wreck"
because the boys are originally from on the album, on a cut called “Walk
Cleveland? Cleveland's in Ohio (the stale Away." Pretty successfully as a mailer of
that gave the world the Lemon Pipers) and fact.
And they even write all of their own
Ohio's only two stales over from Jersey,
with Pennsylvania in between. That close material, still unusual even in 1971. And
what's more they write their own liner
proximity could explain it.
But it's far more likely that Jersey got notes (liner notes are making a comeback
the word by way of the airwaves and the these days). On Thirds the liner is where it
record stores. After all their first album. should be, inside the album cover on the
Yer Album (ABC), stayed on the national sleeve. That way it's really a liner Sounds
charts for 27 weeks, which is nothing to reasonable and it is. And in this particular
sneeze at. And their second album. The case the notes ain't even half bad and they
dames Gang Rides Again, was certified a lake the form of a dedicalion. More than
million selling album by the prestigious 168 people, places and things are men
RIAA. Thai's probably how the rock and tioned. For instance Beaver Cleaver, the

TV character played by Jerry Mathers,
who recently met an untimely end in the
Nam. Also Tazio Nuvolari who used to
race sports cars in the old days and even
raced motorcycles in the days when you
had to carry your spare tires on your per
son instead of in the pit area. So he wore
them around his neck. He was okay. Same
goes for John Gnagy. whom the boys mis
spelled without the G. But spelling errors
arc excusable and in fact laudable, consid
ering how easily junior high school can
warp many a young mind. Obviously
they’ve resisted the warp and they also
misspelled Fred Caposella (they spelled it
Capasella) and Bobo Brazil (Bo-Bo). the
great wrestler from Benton Harbor. Mich
igan (the James Gang has played in Mich
igan hundreds of times over the past five
years). Al Kooper gels a mention loo and
he now gets played on TWA flights to
California as well. Also mentioned are the
two bedrocks of California automobile
commercials. Ralph Williams and Cal
Worthington, the latter of whom is a hick.
But the James Gang is no bunch of
hicks, even if their music seems to suggest
it. They recorded Thirds at the Record
Plant in Los Angeles, the Cleveland
Recording Studio and the Hit Factory in
New York, none of them out in the boon
docks. But if they're not country that sure
doesn't prevent them from being western.
In fact they were the stars of the movie
Zachariah. billed as the “first electric
western." It may have been the first but it
was no hot number, no sir But they were
the only thing that made the film pala
table. They played a scene in the desert
somewhere around the beginning and then
they played the club where Elvin Jones
was lop dollar. Elvin is the toast of jazz
and he doesn't mess around with just any
body. But he sal in with the James Gang,
taking his usual seat behind the tubs and
acquitting himself well in the solo depart
ment. And Elvin has never sat in with the
Slones, has he?
And the James Gang by itself is a

How did anybody in New Jersey get to know
about the James Gang?
Could it be that the group comes from Cleveland,
just two states away?
<-
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mighty heavy outfit anyway. They're also
very light. If they feel like it. Either way
they don't try to overwhelm the audience
with all sorts of irrelevant noise or musi
cality. Il's honest music, clean and easy,
and never overpolished. Their tracks seem

even the entire month. And it was. Jim
had himself a gin and tonic. Dale blew his
mind on beer. And Joe handled his alco
holic chores with bourbon and soda. None
of them got sick. The food wasn't so hot
so there was more liquid than solid in ev-

A nice round number three is and the James Gang have made the cut smoothly.

utterly unstrained, as if no effort has been cry body's belly. Yet nobody got sick.
expended to lay them down Warmth of James Gang and guests included. Nice
response is a big thing for them and it al work if you can gel it. Hard work loo.
ways shows through. There's never any
Nice and hard. Hard and nice. Just ask
murk al all. Lots of uninhibited pleasure
the James Gang.
sluff like that.
And I guess you'd like to know some
And on stage they’re a whale of a lot thing about their personal histories. Jim
more. They jump around like mad turkeys Fox knows what a long, hard road the
with a liger on their tail. Without missing whole thing is. He was born in Tupelo.
a note. Or a beat Or a cue. Like John Mississippi (which explains to some de
Mendelsohn's got this band called Christ gree the extra something he puls into his
opher Milk and they specialize in missing drumming on “While Man Black Man”
cues, it's part of their show. But not the on Thirds), and it wasn't until his
James Gang, they don't waste their time thirteenth year on the planet that he final
and energy on guff like that. They don't ly got to see the beauty of an Ohio sunset.
break their backs trying to be funny, it Throughout his mid-teen years he tried his
just comes out that way sometimes. darndcst to make it into the music field,
They’re good sports, they don't mind working his butt off with such outfits as
laughs mixed in with the claps and cheers. Commander Putty & the Gnomes, the
You wouldn't mind it cither. After all Roger Chapman Set. and Nero's Blue
there's no business like show business. Blazers. Originally a trumpet man. he was
And what's belter for a show than Car convinced that drums were the right move
negie Hall?
for him when he heard Max Roach play a
Il may be good for a show but it’s ter guest set at a local dive. Anticipating
rible for parlies. So they never have them changes to come, he's expressed a willing
there. Instead they pick on places like the ness to learn the very difficult and de
Sherry Nelherland Hotel at 59th Street manding techniques of Afro-percussion.
and 5th Avenue, one of the great cross Odds arc he'll be as hot a potato on that
roads of. North America. It's a damn good as he is now on the normal skins. By the
place for loosening up before or after gel way he’s an Aquarius, and naturally he
ling it on. Or even during. And with the likes to swim.
Dale Peters' life has not been a merry
James Gang as guests of honor it would
just have to be the party of the week, or one. Two boring marriages have already

beset him almost in the tradition of his
idol Jerry Lee Lewis. He's had knee sur
gery performed on his left patella (knee
bone to those of you who've never studied
anthropology) so it’s a good thing knees
aren’t crucial to what he’s doing musi
cally. But as a youngster baseball stardom
was his dream and he once considered
leaving high school after his junior year to
sign a contract with the Rochester Red
wings. a minor league affiliate of the
Philadelphia Phillies. That's where the
bad knee entered the picture, kayoing all
such plans forever. But he'd be the last to
suggest that baseball is better than rock.
Paul Hemphill notwithstanding. The pay's
better in rock, so's the fun And so's the
relevance.
Joe Wash's father is Ted Walsh, pro
ducer of the George Putnam TV show out
of Los Angeles. George is famous for his
right-wing doggerel and that in part de
cided Joe against a career in TV tech
nology. But just the same he's getting his
own videotape studio together, starling
with bits and pieces like all those cheapo
models you can gel on sales every now and
then. Eventually he'd like the James Gang
to gel involved with things audio-visual as
well as musical but for now his guitar is all
that mailers in the current scheme of
things. And speaking of guitar. Joe's got
one of the world's largest collections of
guitar music, with nearly a complete set of
both Elmore J a m e s and Django
Reinhardt. No macrobiotic buff, he still
likes his food natural and organic, claim
ing it helps his concentration and aware
ness.
Whatever their individual identities, all
ego dissolves when they get down to work
ing together musically. Music transcends
personality and their brand of music tran
scends classification. They're not Moby
Grape, they’re not the Buffalo Springfield,
they’re not Crosby. Stills. Nash & Young,
they're not Poco. Yet they radiate some
thing of each group, but without any of
that superduperslar pretense. Humility is
the word for it. In another lifetime they
could have been a monster of a folk duo. a
la Fraser and Debolt. Baldwin and Lcps.
and Seals and Crofts (but not Simon and
Garfunkel) But even so there’d be the
three of them so there’d be something ex
tra to spare, an extra trick up their sleeve,
an extra sound or something. So from all
possible standpoints the James Gang has
more and gives more than any fan could
possibly have come to expect from noth
ing but a trio. Nothing but a trio? Well
that's pulling it mildly, because under
statement is always belter than over
statement. But if you feel like overstating
it for them go right ahead. I’ll agree with
anything you say because it'll be true. ■
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Mick's (Sob sob)
Wedding Pictures

'

Oh Happy Day for
Mick and Bianca

R
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Mick and the Venus-like goddess
Bianca (opposite page)
look a bit nervous just prior
to the ceremony. And oelow they
are married first by the Mayor of
St. Tropez and then by Father Baud.
A side glance from Bianca,
the exchange of rings, a sigh that
it s over and then it was off to a day
of celebration for the happy couple.

I
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It was Mick Jagger and Bianca
Perez Moreno de Macias for
whom the bells tolled in a tiny
hilltop church on May 12
when they were married twice
in a ceremonious gathering
sprinkled with rock's most elite
stars. A month before the
wedding Mick valiantly bowed
to his bride's wish that he take
lessons in Catholicism and be
wed in a Roman Catholic
ceremony
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Raw Rock from Birmingham England
Black Sabbath really came from the world
of blood and fists and unprovoked fights
IJerhaps the greatest story about
JT Black Sababth is the way they
got those inverted iron crosses which
they wear during performances. It
seems that several satanic groups were
phoning the band complaining about
their use of the Black Sabbath name.
So Ozzie Osbourne’s father made the
crosses to protect them. Their story is
great because it contains all the am
biguities and innocence and power
that makes rock so seductive. They
only picked the name because they
had just written a song with the phrase
in it and because their previous name,
Earth, sounded too much like Rare
Earth to suit them. At first they at
tracted attention by some quasi-satanic
ritual that they didn’t really believe
in. And then, beset by constant ques
tions that they couldn’t or didn’t want
to answer, dropped it altogether—
except for the crosses.
Black Sabbath’s success was harder
and more explosive than anyone ex
pected, least of all their record com
pany. A Warner Bros, executive re
calls, “When they first came to Los
Angeles, the Whiskey was packed
two shows a night. I don’t know where
people heard of them. The word just
seemed to be out.” They sold out
every concert they played in the
United States. Their first two albums,
Black Sabbath and Paranoid were
both million-sellers and their third
Masses of Reality already has ad
vance orders that will make it too a
goldie. They’ll be returning to the
USA for another tour in July.
For the past two months the band
had been silent in Britain. They were
exhausted from the last American
tour. “America was amazing,” said
lead guitarist Tony lommi. “Although
we’d been there before, the impact
was more impressive this time. Our
first trip was to tell them what Black
Sabbath was all about. A high-pres
sure promotion tour if you like. Same
as everybody else does. This time
though we were really able to take
stock of the States and get to know
how the scene works. Avenues were a
lot bigger for instance and because
of the album’s success we were more
widely known. American fans will
travel miles to see a group. They think
nothing of travelling 50 or 100 miles
even by air to catch a concert. Then
they’re patient and orderly and make
the gig really great for us.” In their
own country Sabbath had been rest
ing when suddenly, and without ex-

planation, the Royal Albert Hall lifted
their ban on them. So they celebrated
by playing an exultant concert for
their faithful fans (Black Sabbath is
equally popular in England as they
are here. In fact the song “Paranoid”
was a giant hit single in England).
No one could figure out exactly
what prompted the Albert Hall deci
sion to let Sabbath play but lommi
thought that maybe it was that they

ern England was well known. While
other English groups like the Stones
had put up the pretense of being
“street fighting men," the Black Sab
bath members really did come from
the world of blood and fists and un
provoked street fights. A CIRCUS
story six months ago told of a time
that lead singer Ozzie found a screw
driver in his gut merely because he
was dancing with someone else’s girl-

To them music is a way out of the factory - job rat race many
kids are faced with.
finally listened to Geezer Butler’s
lyrics. "I think they must have listen
ed to our albums and decided that the
lyrics are true to life. The words we
write are true—■about
l'—1 things that are
happening. A lot of bands write about
things like love. We write ~about
about
what’s happening in the world. Things
that are true but that people don’t
necessarily like to talk about. I sup
pose we prick a few consciences in a
way.”
lommi has said that they write
“raw words to go with raw music.”
Perhaps one of the reasons that the
Albert Hall had banned them for so
long was the charge that their music
was violent and provoked violence.
Black Sabbath’s background in the
tough Birmingham section of north

friend. A legend of brawling and
toughness added to the group’s ro
mantic image and their music sup
ported it beautifully. But lommi says,
“I don’t think that playing loud raw
music by itself makes an audience
violent. Sometimes the audience gets
stirred up in excitement generated
through the music and at times the
end result is a release of tension and
frustration that some people interpret
as violent." The group is not inter
ested in being associated with any
specific image be it satanism, violence,
or anything else. But they obviously
have had enough of a sense of show
biz to sustain these things just long
enough to attract fanatic followers.
Their music is best compared to the
immense driving hard rock that comes
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out of Detroit in the form of groups
like the Stooges. Their Birmingham
background makes them expert in the
driving industrial sounds that modern
society can produce. An English writer
did irritate the band by his reference
to their audience as one of “teenyboppers.” lommi stormed back, “Teenybopper isn’t really the right word.
We want to attract people who like
our music, whatever the age group.
The Albert Hall fans went from 15
to 25 and further. We want to cater
for anyone and everyone."

Black Sabbath reaches into a place
of grim honesty about life that results
in a cathartic release. “People think
about evil all the time” says lommi
“and feel evil things but rarely do
they sing about what’s evil. Most peo
ple live on a permanent down but
aren’t even aware of it.” When asked
why they chose the title of their last
album he replied simply, “there’s a lot
of parnoia going around.” They man
age to succeed because they are faith
ful to the flow of the time. Ozzie is
well aware of this and has said, “I’d
propably end up in prison if I wasn’t
doing this.” Like Grand Funk, Black
Sabbath are living proof that there is
a way out of the factory job rat-race
horror show that many modern kids

are faced with. Like Grand Funk they
are more or less oblivious to critical
abuse and relate much more to the
people to whom they directly play.
Though they love America the in
credible stress of being a super-group
constantly on the move drives them a
bit crazy. “I had to go to the hospi
tal my nerves were getting in such
a state,” recalls Ozzie. “It was all that
travel that shook me up. Flying 3000
miles from New York to Los Angeles
and then back again. The dedication
of their American fans is without ques
tion. When CIRCUS printed the story
of their “fight" with Cactus early in
the Winter, we were besieged with
letters defending, loving, and praising
Black Sabbath. When they finally got
their first Fillmore headlining gig,
they sold out an extraordinary three
weeks in advance. No English group
in years has taken the country by
such an immediate storm. Even Ten
Years After needed several tours be
fore they were the center of attention.
And the Who took a couple of years
until they were of a supergroup
status. But Black Sabbath, tuned into
the strange rock rhythms that make
for success, have achieved overnight
immortality.

Their first new album is even loud-

er and more raw than the other two
and they are quite excited by it. The
first album was put together in only
two days because, as Ozzie says, “No
body gives an unknown group a lot of
money to make an album with.” The
second album took a week, rushed
once again because of incredible per
forming obligations. But Masses of
Reality has been in the works for a
couple of months. Despite their Eng
lish success with “Paranoid” as a
single, Sabbath concentrates com
pletely on albums. That “Paranoid”
became a hit single at all was an acci
dent. They simply recorded the album
as they wanted to and found that
“Paranoid” was rather short and so
they released it as a single for promo
tion of the album. Though it’s possi
ble, the odds are that there will be no
single at all from the new LP.
They are coming to America for a
month in July, opening the tour on
July 2 at the Michigan State Fair
Grounds. They will return to England
in August where they may play a
couple of one-nighters and then they
return to the States in September for
another one month tour.
Black Sabbath is a child of rock
and roll and yet another tribute to the
ability of rock to accurately reflect the
feelings and lives of young people-
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Have you ever wished
you could draw this well?

How do you know you couldn’t?
If

receive the individual attention of an in
professional skill and self-confidence,
Among the famous artists are Norman structor who is himself a working profes
Rockwell, Al Capp, Dong Kingman, Bob sional artist. He actually draws or paints his
Peak, Fred Ludekcns and a number of others, suggestions for improvement, and then writes
They’ve long known that there are talented you a friendly letter of specific advice and
people everywhere who could become, and helpful encouragement.
should become, artists — but who don’t do They went from “dabblers” to
so because they can’t overcome the drawing professionals
"roadblocks" in their path. Some of these
No one can promise success, but this method
people think it's a lack of talent that’s hold
of personalized training has helped thou
ing them back. Others realize they have tal
sands of people improve their skills in draw
ent, but can’t leave their homes or jobs to
ing and painting.
get the training they need to develop it.
Take Mrs. Nancy K. Houston, of Manches
ter, Ca., for example. A few years ago, she
A practical answer to this problem
To help such people, the famous artists had "absolutely no knowledge of how to de
formed the Famous Artists School. Taking velop my small latent talent.” Today she
time off from their own careers, they poured sells portraits to people as far away as New
what they knew about drawing and painting York, Texas and California. Anthony Fotia,
into a unique series of home-study lessons. of New’ York City, was a mail clerk "stuck”
They illustrated the lessons with over 5,000 in a low-pay routine job. Today, he's an
drawings. And they devised a method of con artist for a printing firm, doing exciting cre
structive criticism that is almost as personal ative work. And Mrs. R. G. Des Ermia, of
Escondido, Calif., changed from a "nameless,
as private tutoring.
Of course, the famous artists themselves do faceless dabbler in art to a recognized profes
not personally work on your drawings, but sional." Now she averages SI,000 a year from
each assignment you send the School docs all the part-time art work she has time for.

you like to draw, you’ve probably tried
your hand more than once at sketching
scenes like the one above. But, chances are,
you’ve run into problems — like getting
buildings to “recede" into the background,
for example. Or making water glisten the
way it should. And after trying unsuccess
fully a number of times, you may have de
cided that you just "haven’t got it” . . . that
you’d never make it as an artist.
That decision could be a serious mistake.
For all you may need to get on the right track
is some expert help ... a few pencil touches,
a few words of advice from a skilled art in
structor who can tell you exactly what you're
doing wrong, show you exactly what you
should do to correct it and who can see what's
most promising in your work and encourage
you to develop it further.

Famous Artists School wants to help you
Now a home-study School created by a group
of famous artists brings you this kind of
help, no matter where you live or what your
schedule. These famous artists have devel
oped a way to teach you right at home the
secrets of drawing and painting with real

I” Famous
Famous Artists
Artists School
School

Find out if you too,
have art talent.

1
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1 I would like to find out whether I have art talent
oena Tor our Tree ies<
I worth developing. Please send me. without obliga. ,
r
.
u
lion, vour Famous Artists Talent Test and informa“O, have | tion about your courses,
lo help you find out whether you, too,
the talent to develop your skill in art, the |
famous artists have created the fascinating . Mrs.
Art Talent Test shown at right. It is offered
Miss
free, and will be graded without charge or I
Please circle one and print name
obligation by a member of the School’s staff. |
For a free copy of the test, and a brochure de- i
Apt.
Address
scribing the School, just fill out the coupon
and mail it in an envelope today.
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STEPHEN STILLS 2

ARETHA

STEPHEN STILLS 2
..Atl.an.tic.SD-7206-^* -

EMERSON,LAKE & PALMER
TARKUS
Cotillion SO 9900

ARETHA LIVE
AT FILLMORE WEST
Atlantic SO 7205

GRAHAM NASH
SONGS FOR BEGINNERS
Atlantic SO 7504
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